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This study investigated how instruction in spatial

visualization affected a student's ability levels for spatial

visualization and mathematical problem solving. The study-

probed the nature of spatial visualization and examined its

correlation to problem solving performance.

Three aptitude tests, Card Rotation, Cube Comparison,

and Punched Holes, were selected to measure spatial visual-

ization. A problem solving inventory was used in addition

to the spatial tests to determine the relationship between

problem solving and spatial visualization. The problems

were equally divided among three categories: spatial prob-

lem.s, analytical problem.s , and problems equally spatial anc

analytical

.

The ten v/eek instructional program was administered to

102 sixth grade students. The first and last weeks \/ere

Y



reserved for testing students on the spatial batter'.- and

problem solving inventory. In the intervening ei.>ht weeks

the experiniental group devoted one 45 minute period uer

week to developing spatial skills. Students T.anipulated

three dimensional models, imagined the movement of those

models, prcicticed transformations with tv/o dimensional

drawiniss, and experienced som.e problem solvir;;^. activities.

The results of the study produced three major conclu-

sions. First, soatial viSLialization is comoosed of at

least two component parts. Even though all three soatial

tests appeared to reflect the definition of spatial visual-

ization, the Punched Holes test was not si-^nificantlv cor-

related to the other two spatial tests and aopeared to be

measuring a different skill. Second, soatial visualizati oi-

ls a good oredictor of general problem solving. Sumris-

inj;ly, the strongest correlation was with the analvtic

problems subset, while the soatial problems subset was not

significantly correlated to soatial visualization. One

possible explanation for this result is tnat hish spatial

skills compensate for some low analytic skills, while low

spatial skills are not as easily compensated for by ana-

lytic skills. Third, spatial visualization is a trainable

attribute. Students i.n the exp^rim.enf-ai classes made sig-

nificant sains in spatial score's. There was not a corre-

sponding gain in problem solvin;^ scores, however. There

were more gains in the analytic subset than the soati. al

subset, but the change for the vvhole inventor/ was not

sign! fleant

.



CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction

The Second National Assessment of Educational. Progress,

completed in 1973, showed that while 85 percent of the 17

year old students tested could solve arithmetic exercises

involving the four basic operations with whole numbers, only

25 percent could solve similar exercises embedded in story

problems (Carpenter, Corbitt, Kepner, Linquest, and Reys

,

1980). Work as early as 1925 indicated mathematics educa-

tors and researchers were aware of the need to improv^e the

instructional strategies for teaching problem solving. Con-

flicting results have led more recent researchers such as

Gormian (1968) and Kilpatrick (1971) to review studies in an

attempt to identify which abilities contribute to effective

problem solving. This study examines one of the aptitudes

which may be necessary for successful problem sol\'ing.

Statement of the Research Problem

This study investigated how instruction in spatial vis-

ualization affected a student's ability levels for spatial

visualization and mathemarical problem solving. To help

determine the effects, the study probed the nature of the

aptitude called spatial visualization and its correlation to

problem solving perform.ance.

1
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Backe;round

Teaching students to solve \vork problems has remained

one of the most difficult assignments facing mathematics

educators. Considerable research has been generated in an

attempt to determine strategies that will teach successful

problem solving. Studies have tended to explore one of two

strategies. The first strategy is to teach problem solving

by teaching students to translate the verbal statement

phrase by phrase into a mathematical statem^ent. The second

strategy is to teach problem solving by teaching students

to utilize a set of heuristics.

Researchers employing the translation method have

reported mixed results. Studies, as typified by Dahmus

(1970), have tended to be successful when the problem

content involved arithmetic or simple algebra solutions. The

method is notably less successful vrhen the problem requires

multiple steps or a higher level of thought process in the

solution. The level of transfer from one type of problem Co

another is also low for the translation method.

Researchers who favor problem solving through the use

of heuristics have also reported mixed results. In an

attempt to achieve more consistent results, researchers

began to analyze the abilities needed to successfully use

this strateg}^. One group of researchers has attributed the

variance in problem solving performance to a general Intel-

ligence factor, computational skills, and reading ability.

Another group of researchers has attemipted to show that
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other abilities also account for part of the variance. As

early as 1935 some mathematicians felt that mathematLcal

ability v/as a composite of general intelligence and the

ability to visualize number and space configurations and

to retain those configurations as mental pictures (Brinkmann,

1966).

Outline of the Study .

This study examined the nature of spatial visualization,

its relationship to mathematical problem solving, and the

effects of instruction on the aptitude and the relationship.

Students were tested at the beginning of the project to

determine an initial level of spatial vi.sualization and

problem solving skills. After an instructional program,

students were again tested on the same skills to escablish

the effects of the program, on the skills.

The study was conducted in the Lowndes County Public

School System in Lowndes County, Georgia. Sixth grade stu-

dents at tv70 elementary schools were selected to be the

sample population. Students at the Lake Park Elementary

School were the control group while students at Parker

Mathis Elementary School were the experim.ental group and

received the instructional program in visualization skills.

The instructional phase of the study lasted ten weeks.

The first and last weeks were devoted to pre and post

testing. Students in the experimental group received eight

weeks of spatial training. The training consisted of phys-

ically manipulating three dimensional objects, mentally
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manipulating two and three dimensional objects, and apply-

ing these skills to problem solving situations. Students

in the control group followed the normal mathematics

curriculum

.

Three instruments were selected to measure spatial vis-

ualization. These tests had been identified as measures of

the ability by several previous studies. The three meas-

ures were the Punched Holes Test, the Card Rotations Test,

and the Cube Comparison Test. The scores of the three tests

were combined to form a single measure of spatial visualiza-

tion called the spatial index.

A problem solving inventory was used in addition to the

spatial battery to examine the relationship between mathe-

matical problem solving and spatial visualization. A val-

idated problem solving inventory, appropriate for the sixth

grade students chosen to be the subjects, did not exist in

the literature describing previous research in problem

solving. The inventory used in the study was synthesized

from the problem sets found in other research studies.

The study explored three major areas. The first area

was the nature of the aptitude called spatial visualization.

To ejq^lore this aptitude, the study attempted to ansv/er the

question:

1. Does the aptitude called spatial visualization con-

sist of a single ability or does it have two or

more component parts?



The second area explored was the relationship between spa-

tial visualization and matheraat ical problem solving. To

discover what relationship exists, the study attempted to

answer the following questions:

1. Is there a relationship between a students' spatial

index and their mathematical problem, solving per-

formance?

2. Is there a relationship between a students' spatial

index and their problem solving performance on

spatial problems?

3. Is there a relationship between a students' spatial

index and their problem solving performance on

analytic problems?

The third area investigated was the effect of an instruc-

tional program on spatial visualization and the relation-

ship between spatial visualization and mathematical problem

solving. To determine the effects, the study attempted to

answer the following six questions:

1. What effect will instruction in visualization skills

have on a students' spatial visualization aptitude?

2. What effect will instruction In visualization skills

have on problem solving performance?

3. What effect will instruction in visualization skills

have on the problem solving performance on spatial

problems?

4. What effect will instruction in visualization skills

have on the problem solving perform.ance on analytic

problems?
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5. Will instruction in visualization skills affect the

problem solving performance of high spatial students

differently than that of low spatial students?

6. Will instruction in visualization skills affect

problem solving performance on spatial problems

differently than that on analytic problems?

Statement of Hypotheses

The above questions generated the follov;ing set of

hypotheses on the nature of spatial visualization and its

relationship to problem solving:

1. There is not an indivisible aptitude v/hich is

called spatial visualization.

2. There is no correlation between spatial visualiza-

tion and m.athematical problem solving performance.

3. There is no correlation between spatial visualiza-

tion and problem solving performance on spatial

problems

.

4. There is no correlation between spatial visualiza-

tion and problem solving performance on analj/tic

problems

.

5. There is no significant difference in spatial visu-

alization ability between the control and experi-

mental groups after the experimental group receives

instruction in visualization skills.

6. There is no significant difference in problem

solving performance betvv'een the control ana experi-

mental groups after the experimental group receives

instruction in visualization skills.
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7. There is no significant difference between control

and experimental groups in performance on spatial

problems after the experimental group receives

instruction in visualization skills.

8. There is no significant difference between control

and experimental groups in performance on analytic

problems after the experimental group receives

instruction in visualization skills.

9. There is no significant difference between high

spatial students and low spatial students in prob-

lem solving performance after the experimental group

receives instruction in visualization skills,

10. There is no significant difference between the

experim.ental group's performance on spatial prob-

lemis and their performance on analytic problems

after they receive instruction in visualization

skills

.

Definition of Terms

In reviewing research studies on spatial ability and

problem solving, it became apparent that different re-

searchers were using the same term to denote different con-

cepts. Thus it seemed appropriate to compile a list of such

terms and give the definition used in this stud v.

a. Spatial Visualization is the abilit"/ to recognize

the relationship between parts of a given visual

configuration and the ability to mentally manipulate

one or more of those parts. Students with good
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spatial visualization skills will be able to formu-

late a mental image from, a verbal description and

will be able to rotate that image to different

perspectives

.

Spatial Index is the measure of each subject's spa-

tial visualization ability. In this study it is the

sum of the Z scores on the three tests in the spa-

tial battery.

A Problem is a situation which requires resolution

but for which a procedure to determine the outcome

is not immediately clear. The amount of knowledge

and experience a person brings to the situation

determines if it qualifies as a problem. A situa-

tion which qualifies as a problem for some students

would merely be an exercise for others.

Spatial Problems are situations which qualify as prob

lems and which may be resolved most easily and effi-

ciently through a visual process. Students would

typically sketch or mentally imagine a picture to

facilitate achieving the solution. This does not

preclude the possibility of some students using an

analytical solution process.

Analytic Problems are situations which qualify as

problems and which can be resolved most efficiently

through an abstract or symbolic process. Students

would typically write an equation or number sen-

tences to facilitate achieving the solution. This
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does not preclude the use of visual aids by some

students during resolution of the problem,

f. Problem Solving Performance is the measure of each

subject's ability to solve problems. In this study

it is the number of items solved correctly on the

problem solving inventory.

Limitations

The research for this paper was conducted within the

bounds of several limitations. The sample size was limited

to the sixth grade students at two elementary schools. To

increase the sample size, the instructional program would

have had to be conducted in a third elementary school.

This would have required the use of another instructor, and

would have introduced variability due to differences in

instructors

.

A second limitation was the requirement to maintain

intact classes. This prevented the random assignment to

students of the control group or the experimental group.

This reduced the degrees of freedom available for statisti-

cal analysis, but it also eliminated some threats to exter-

nal validity.

The third limitation involved the amount of time avail-

able to students to solve the problem solving inventory.

The amount of time limited the number and variety of prob-

lems that could be choosen for the inventory. A more com-

prehensive inventory might have provided a more accurate

picture of each student's ability.
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Organization of Paper

This paper is divided into five chapters. Chapter II

reviews previous research that dealt with problem solving

using visual aids, the nature of spatial visualization,

and the effects of spatial instruction. Chapter III

describes the research design and the method of the imple-

mentation. Chapter IV contains an analysis of the data

collected during the study. Chapter V summarizes the results

and offers some conclusions and implications for further

research.



CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RESEARCH

Overview

This chapter reviews research pertaining to the investi-

gation of the nature of spatial visualization, the relation-

ship between spatial visualization and problem solving, and

the effects of instruction on both of these. The review is

divided into three sections. The first section is aevoted

to research studies v/hich contribute to the understanding

of the relationship between problem solving and spatial vis-

ualization. The conflicting results produced by this body

of research set the stage for the second section which

examines research that attempted to define spatial visuali-

zation. The final section of this chapter reviev.'s what

other researchers have observed about the effect of instruc-

tion on a student's spatial visualization skill level.

Spatial Visualization and Problem Solving

Gorman (1968) reviewed 293 research studies dealing with

solving word problems. He found the results inconclusive or

conflicted with results from other studies. Studies which

have examined the facilitative effect of including visual

aids in instnaction have also produced differing results.

Runquist and Hunt (1961) compared a verbal presentation to

a pictorial presentation in a concept learning task. They

found that performance was significantly better when the

11
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stimulus uas verbal rather than pictorial. The researchers

suggested that this may in part be due to the fact that

during the performance of the task, subjects had to respond

verbally and performance was better when the stimulus was

in the same medium as the required response.

Kulm, Lewis, Om.ari and Cook (1974) used ninth grade

algebra students as subjects in comparing five different

treatments of word problems, three of which contained

pictorial aids while txvo were strictly verbal. They found

that the verbal versions were significantly superior for

low IQ groups. iMiddle and high IQ groups performed better

on the strictly verbal versions than on those which incor-

porated pictures, but the scores were not significantly

better. Kulm et al

.

suggested that the presence of a pic-

ti.ire may have interferred with problem solving clues,

especially for low IQ subjects.

Sherrill (1972), in a similar study, reported opposite

results. Sherrill used tenth grade geometry students to

examine the effect of providing accurate sketches, inaccu-

rate sketches, or no sketches with v/ork problems on the stu-

dents' ability to solve the problem. He found that having

an accurate sketch was superior to having no sketch, but

that having no sketch was superior to having an inaccurate

sketch. Students in high and middle IQ groups benefited

more from accurate sketches than students in low IQ groups.

Bassler, Beers, and Richardson (1975) compared two

strategies for teaching ninth grade algebra students how to

find the solution to verbal problems.
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One strategy encouraged students to develop their own

pictures as a part of the solution process. This strategy

produced significantly higher scores on the Problem Solu-

tion Test. Pictures were not required, however, and the

authors reported no measure of the quantity of pictures

used by students.

These four studies have two major flaws. The first

problem is that, with the exception of one of the five

treatments of Kulm et al . subjects could have worked on

the tasks without attending to the visual aids. Koerice

(1970) found not only did pictures not help in recalling

descriptive paragraphs, but specific directions to attend

to the pictures were not effective. The four cited studies

did not include any measure to indicate how much or in what

way the visual aids were used by the subjects.

The second problem concerns the subjects ability to use

the visual aids. None of the studies measured the spatial

visualization ability level of their subjects, although it

is a key factor in the students' ability to use a sketch to

their advantage. The opposite results of the similar stud-

ies would seem to indicate that some aspect critical to the

use of pictorial aids in problem solving was overlooked.

Further evidence to support the need for a closer look

at how students use visualization comes from the opposite

conclusions reached by Paige and Simon (1966) and Krutetskii

(1971) in similar studies. Paige and Simon had students

think aloud as they solved word problems. They found that
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students developed a mental picture of the situation given

in the problem. When students were given contradictory

problems, which contained impossible physical situations,

Paige and Simon concluded that good problem solvers were

more likely to "see" the contradiction than poor problem

solvers. Krutetskii found that less capable students tended

to use a concrete model of the problem and thus were more

likely to discover contradictions. He suggests that more

capable secondary students are more proficient at identify-

ing types of problems and solving problems within types by

set methods. Thus the more capable students would not

envision the physical situation and would not notice that

the information presented a contradiction.

Several more recent studies directly measured spatial

visualization aptitudes and attempted to see what effect

varying skill levels had on utilizing instruction and solv-

ing problems. Frandsen and Holder (1969) found that the

ability to find successful solutions to complex problems

was related to spatial visualization aptitude. Students

with high ability levels did significantly better solving

complex problems on a pretest than students with low abil-

ity level. After an instructional program which taught

techniques for representir^g data and conditions, students

were tested again. Those who began the study with high spa-

tial visualization scores did not show a significant change

in problem solving. Hovvever, students who had low spatial

visualization scores showed a significant gain in problem
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solving. Thus it would appear the spatial visualization

aptitude interacted with the training.

A series of studies utilizing the aptitude-treatraent

interaction model examined how spatial visualization abili-

ty levels affected student performance ;>n.th verbal and pic-

torial presentations. Carry (1968) used spatial visualiza-

tion, verbal, and general reasoning aptitudes as predictors

of student success in answering questions after a primarily

pictorial presentation or a strictly verbal, analytical pre-

sentation. He found the level of a student's spatial

visualization aptitude was the best predictor of student

success within the verbal treatment, while verbal aptitude

was the best predictor of student success in the pictorial

treatment. Hamilton (1969) used the same three aptitudes

and produces parallel results, even though the subject mat-

ter was quite different. In both studies the results were

the opposite of what the researchers predicted.

Webb and Carry (1975) did a follow up study to Carry's

original work. Webb and Carry used the theoretical model

developed by Melton (1967) to construct their hypotheses,

revise the instructional treatments, and select aptitude

tests. The analysis using Melton's model suggested that the

result obtained by Carry and Hamilton did conform to theoret-

ical expectations. The model predicted high aptitude levels

would compensate for the weak areas of the treatments. Webb

and Carry, however, failed to obtain any significant inter-

actions between the treatments and aptitudes.
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Eastman and Carry (1975) continued the investigation of

this research problem. Eastman and Carry attributed the

difference between results obtained by Carry and by Webb

and Carry to a failure to match tests and treatments in

inductive or deductive structuring. The tests used to meas-

ure spatial visualization were deductive in nature for both

studies. Carry's original treatments were deductive, while

those revised by Webb and Carry treatments were inductive.

Thus the spatial tests should have been a better predictor

for Carry's treatment. Eastman and Carry again revised the

treatments to make them more deductive and repeated the study.

Their results supported Carry's original finding, showing

general reasoning a significant predictor for the verbal treat-

ment but not for the graphical treatm.ent, while spatial visu-

alization was a significant predictor for both treatments.

Behr and Eastman (1975) did a further follow up to the

studies. Although the treatments reflected the inductive-

deductive variable and increased the number and kind of

tests used to measure aptitude, the study failed to produce

either a significant difference between the pictorial and

verbal treatments or a correlation between aptitude and the

criterion measure that was significantly different across

groups. The authors suggest that one of the main obstacles

in identifying viable treatments and aptitude variables

that consistently produce attitude-treatment interactions

is the lack of a theoretical background concerning the

structure of the intellect. They further suggest more
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research is needed to identify and measure aptitudes nec-

essary for mathematical learning.

Moses (1979) attempted to determine if spatial visuali-

zation was a necessary aptitude for problem solving. She

conducted a series of lessons designed to encourage spatial

thinking. Students who received spatial instruction im-

proved significantly in their problem solving performance.

Students with low reasoning ability profited more from the

instruction than students with high reasoning ability.

The Project Talent survey results discussed by Flanagan

(1964) further support a link between spatial visualization

and problem solving. Results from several types of mathe-

matics tests were correlated with various aptitude measures.

Results of the spatial tests correlated highly with results

from the mathematical tests. The NLSMA data (Wilson and

Begle, 1972) also showed a high correlation between mathe-

matics tests and spatial tests.

Lean and Clements (1981) did not find a correlation be-

tween spatial ability and mathematical performance. Their

battery of spatial tests included ones similar to those used

in the aptitude-treatment-interaction series and by Moses.

Their results, however, showed that spatial ability and

knowledge of spatial conventions had little influence on

scores for pure mathem.atical and applied mathematics tests.

Lean and Clements conjectured that their finding differed

from earlier results because earlier studies used unfamilar

and nonroutine problem.s zo measure problem solving abilities

while they used routine work problems.
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Battista, Wheatley and Talsma (1982) also failed to find

a link between spatial visualization and mathematical per-

formance. Their study was an aptitude-treatment-interaction

study that hypothesized that high spatial students would

perform differently in verbal and verbal spatial treatments

of algebraic structures than low spatial students. The

data did not show a positive correlation between the measure

of spatial visualization. Neither did it shov/ a significant

interaction between the treatments and the aptitude, Battista

et_al. speculated that this lack of expected results may

imply that not all areas in mathematics readily utilize

spatial abilities. Topics such as algebraic structures may

be processed in a verbal symbolic mode and thus require

little spatial visualization.

The research reviewed in this section presented con-

flicting results. The contradictions can be largely attri-

buted to differing interpretations of spatial visualization

and the uneven quality of problem solving tests. Research

needs to clarify a definition of spatial visualization and

determine which existing tests, if any, measure the aptitude

as per that definition. In a similar vein, Glaeser (1983),

in a review of problem solving research, found little agree-

ment on what constitutes a problem. Further, he found lit-

tle evidence that researchers were even aware of the differ-

ent definitions they used in their studies. A standard def-

inition of problem, solving must be accepted by researchers,

and set of appropriate problems identified.
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Spatial Visualization

Spatial visualization abilities have been a part of the

study of aptitudes since Galton included a study of imagery

as part of his systematic psychological studies in 1383.

They have been of interest to mathematicians for almost as

long. In 1935 the Australian mathematician H.R. Hamley stat

ed that mathematical ability was composed of general intel-

ligence, visual imagery, the ability to perceive numbers,

and the ability to perceive space configurations and retain

them as visual images (HcGee, 1979). In May, 1980 , represent

atives of the International Comimission on Mathematics In-

struction and the World Confederation of Organizations of

the Teaching Profession stated that cne of the goals of

mathematics education should be to develop spatial percep-

tions whi.le working with two and three dimiensional models

(Morris, 1981). Before it is possible to establish what

part spatial visualization plays in mathematics and problem

solving, it is necessary to establish what spatial visuali-

zation is.

The advent and refinement of factor analysis as a sta-

tistical technique assisted researchers in this area. Thorn

dike (1921) identified spatial visualization as a major and

relatively independent component of intelligence. Thurstone

(1938) also reported it to be an important factor, independ-

ent of his General Intelligence factor. In fact, Fruchter

(1954), summarizing factorial results to that time, found

that a spatial factor v;as the second most frequently iden-

tified factor, follov;ing only the verbal factor.
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Although researchers have consistently found an inde-

pendent spatial factor when testing student abilities, they

have not been consistent in their approach towards analyzing

the ability. Smith (1964) has summarized the different

views adopted by British and American researchers. The

British view the realm of abilities as a continuum, with

verbal and numerical ability at one end and spatial and

mechanical ability at the other. Am.ericans tend to view

general ability as a composite of a large number of inde-

pendent and equally important abilities.

This lack of conformity in approach has been one factor

contributing to the controversy concerning the precise

nature of spatial visualization. Thursrone's original anal-

ysis of primary mental abilities done in 1938 included only

one spatial factor. He defined this spatial factor as a

facilitj/ with spatial and visual imagery. This was one of

the few studies, however, which limited spatial visualiza-

tion to one component. In a later study, Thurstone (1950)

reported that his spatial visualization factor was in fact

composed of two independent factors, which he labeled spa-

tial relations and visualization. Spatial relations was

defined as the ability to recognize a rigid configuration

when it is viewed from different angles. Visualization was

defined as the ability to envision a configuration with

movement among the internal pieces of the configuration.

French (1951} also concluded chat there were two spatia

factors. Ke termed his two factors spatial orientation and
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spatial visualization. Spatial orientation, as defined by

French, is the ability to remain unconfused when the orien-

tation of a configuration is changed. Spatial visualization

is the ability to comprehend the imaginary movements of

three dimensional objects in space.

Guilford, Fructer, and Zim.merman (1952) found two spa-

tial factors when they analyzed the Army Air Forces Sheppard

Field Battery results. They, too, labeled their two factors

spatial orientation and spatial visualization but defined

them differently from French. They defined spatial orienta-

tion as the ability to appreciate spatial relationships with

reference to the body of the observer. Spatial visualiza-

tion was defined as the ability to imagine movements and

transformations in visual objects.

Michael, Zimmerman, and Guilford (1950) tested for dif-

ferences in psychological properties of spatial relations

and visualization. These differences were manifested in the

content of two types of tasks the tw-o factors would facili-

tate, and in the operational procedures subjects would use

to carry out the tasks. They hypothesized spatial relations

to be "the ability to comprehend the arrangement of elements

within a visual stimulus pattern, primarily with reference

to the hyman body" (p. 190). Visualization was hypothesized

to be "the ability that requires the mental manipulation of

visual images" (p. 190), This study found that there were

differences between the two factors. Follow up interviews

with subjects showed, however, that, at least on more
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challenging problems, one ability was not used exclusively.

Subjects would use one ability to attempt the solution and

the other ability to support or verify that solution.

Michael, Guilford, Fruchter, and Zimmerman (1957), in a

further attempt to separate spatial factors, identified three

factors. The first two represent a refinement of the factors

in the study by Guilford et al

.

(1952). Spatial relations

and orientation was defined as the ability to understand the

relationship among elements in a given stimulus pattern with

respect to the observer's body. Visualization was the abil-

ity to mentally manipulate objects through a specific se-

quence of movements. The third factor introduced was termed

kinesthetic imagery. This was defined to be discrimination

of left and right with respect to the location of the body

of the observer. This last factor did not have as much

supporting data as the first two factors, tut has also been

identified in later work by Thurstone (1950).

Other studies have rejected the hypothesis of two inde-

pendent spatial factors. French (1965) expected two fac-

tors, which he termed Space and Visualization, to be sepa-

rate factors in his factor analysis results. That did not

happen. French further showed that this was not just a

defect of the rotation during analysis. Moses (1979) also

rejected a hypothesis that spatial visualization had more

than one component.

Guttman and Shoham (1982) used Smallest Space Analysis

to examine eight spatial tests. Their results showed that
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three facets, rule-task, dimensionality and rotation, all

formed distinct regions. They speculated that there m.ay

be other facets that contribute to the structure of spatial

abilities

.

In an article reviewing the history of measurement of

spatial abilities, Fruchter (1954) cited three main problems

with spatial research results. The first problem was that

research studies have produced different results as to the

number and nature of spatial factors. The second was that

these differences have led researchers to formulate varying

definitions for spatial factors. The third problem was that

spatial tests do not load consistently on the samie factors.

Fruchter suggested that these problems were due to differ-

ences in populations and in the composition of the test bat-

tery. Even researchers with similar definitions for spatial

factors have at times chosen different sets of tests to

measure one defined ability.

Thurstone (1938) developed some of the most commonly

used spatial tests. Flags, Figures, and Cards and Cubes are

two tests he developed to measure his spatial relations factor.

In the first test, Flags, Figures, and Cards, the subject

indicates whether two drawings, usually in different posi-

tions, can represent the same side of an object. In Cubes

the cubject decides whether two drawings, each showiPig three

sides of a cube, can represent the same cube when the cube

has a different design on each face. Two tests developed

by Thurstone to measure visualization are Punched Holes and
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Form Board. The Punched Holes test shows a subject how a

square sheet of paper is folded several times and then has

a hole punched through all the layers. The subject must

then mentally unfold the paper and indicate where the holes

would be on the original square. The Form Board test shows

a subject several two dimensional block pieces of various

shapes. The subject is required to draw lines in a larger

enclosed design to show how the pieces fit within the

design.

Guilford and Zimmerman (1949) developed a new test for

each of their spatial factors to be used in conjunction with

some of Thurstone's tests. Spatial Orientation was developed

to measure their spatial relations and orientation factor.

In this test the subject assesses how the position of a boat

has changed from the initial picture to a second picture.

Spatial Visualization was developed to measure their visual-

ization factor. In this test the subject is shown a clock

in an initial position. Verbal statements are made describ-

ing the movements of the clock. Subjects then choose from

several alternatives the picture that shows the final posi-

tion of the clock.

Michael, Zimmerman and Guilford (1950) used all six

tests in their study that confirmed two separate spatial

factors. The amount of overlap between the two factors led

them to expand their study. Michael, Guilford, Fruchter and

Zimmerman (1957) used the same six tests plus two more

developed by Thurstone, Hands and Bolts, to identify their

three spatial factors.
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Several researchers have explored differences among

groups as a means for explaining variance in spatial studies.

The most frequently considered variable is sex. There have

been many reports that females perform less well than males

on spatial tests. Several researchers have suggested that

this is due to a genetic basis (O'Connor, 1943; Vandenberg,

1969, 1975). Research concerning spatial abilities which

measured sex differences as one aspect of the total study

has produced mixed results. Bock and Kolskowski (1973),

Miller (1967) and Guay (1978) all found that males did sig-

nificantly better on spatial tests than did females, even

when groups were matched on other abilities. Guay and

McDaniel (1977) and Moses (1977) both rejected that hypoth-

esis based on their results. Sherman (1974) reviewed the

research on spatial visualization abilities and sex differ-

ences and suggested that results were due to culturization

and expectations. Vandenberg (1975) suggested that the ge-

netic trait which accounts for the earlier development of

verbal ability in females may also be linked to lower spa-

tial scores. He speculated that the early language devel-

opment impedes spatial development. At this point there

does not appear to be a clear snsv/er to the sex link

question.

Burnett, Lane, and Dratt (1982) examined the relation-

ship between spatial ability and handedness. They found

that individuals who showed extreme left hand or right hand

preferences fell into the lowest performance group on
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spatial visualization tests. Superior spatial visualiza-

tion scores were made by students with mixed or weak later-

alization. Thus students who did not show strong prefer-

ences for left or right handedness did better on spatial

tests

.

Nuttin (1965) examined the effect of socioeconomic

class on spatial abilities. He showed that performance on

spatial tests was less correlated to socioeconomic differ-

ences than performance on verbal tests or general intelli-

gence tests. Bowden (1969) examined differences due to

race between African and European children. He found that

culture and education accounted for the differences which

did exist, while race was not a significant factor.

In his review and analysis of spatial studies, Smith

(1964) concluded that spatial visualization ability is pos-

itively correlated with a high level of mathem.atics concep-

tualization. That is, students who can solve high level

mathematics problems generally perform better on spatial

tests than those who cannot. Spatial visualization had no

correlation to a student's ability to solve low level con-

ceptualization problems that rely primarily on computation.

Guay and McDaniel (1977) found a positive correlation be-

tween high achievement in mathematics and high levels of

spatial visualization ability. Neither study reported a

cause and effect relationship in either direction between

the abilities.
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Guay (1978) found that the experience level of subjects may

account for a large portion of variance between groups.

His research showed that subjects with much experience in

activities requiring spatial thinking performed better on

spatial tests than those with little experience. Miller

and Miller (1977), in two controlled studies, found that

performance on spatial tests improved after experience.

They concluded that genetic and environmental components

only determine a subject's capacity for development while

functioning ability depends on experience.

Just what constitutes spatial visualization remains

disputed. For the purpose of this study, the definition of

spatial visualization will be a composite of the two most

commonly identified spatial factors. Spatial visualization,

as defined in Chapter I, will be the ability to recognize

the relationship between parts of a given visual configura-

tion and the ability to mientally manipulate one or more of

those parts. The tests chosen to measure spatial visuali-

zation reflect the two abilities stated in the definition.

The tests also require the abilities be utilized with both

two and three dimensional representations.

Effects of Instruction

In his book on spatial visualization, Smith (1964)

states that spatial abilities make an important contribution

to mathematical ability that is usually ignored in public

school education. McKim (1972) points out that opporruni-

ties in school for visual expression usually end early in
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the primary grades. If, as Carpenter (1972) contends, the

basic purpose of education is to identify and correct defi-

ciencies in desirable skills, educators must reconsider

this exclusion of spatial training.

Brinkmann (1966) instituted a study that examined pro-

grammed instruction as a technique for improving spatial

visualization. While he acknowledged the lingering contro-

versy of innate versus aquired nature of spatial skills, he

attempted to demonstrate that deficiencies in perceptual

skills could be overcome through learning. His results

showed that functional spatial visualization skills of in-

dividuals could be improved when given appropriate training.

Moses (1979) also demonstrated that student performance

on spatial tests improved after spatial visualization train-

ing. Her training program included work with two and three

dimensional figures, with a primary emphasis on students

actually manipulating the geometric objects. Students

showed a significant gain on posttest spatial scores. In

another training program emphasizing manipulation of con-

crete objects, miller and miller (1977) found that the ex-

perimental group demonstrated significant spatial visualiza-

tion gains while the control group did not improve. Seven-

months later students had maintained that gain on test

scores

.

Mitchelm.ore (1930) lends supporting argument for a

training program to improve spatial visualization. He

found English students were better at three dimensional
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drawing than American students. He attributed this superi-

ority to the fact that English teachers use more manipulat-

ives at the elementary level, use diagrams more freely, and

have a more informal approach to geom^etry than do American

teachers. Mitchelmore hypothesized that the greater number

of school experiences in visual perceptions accounted for

the differences in drawing ability.

Carpenter's (1972) findings were less clear cut. He

did find that groups that participated in one of his train-

ing programs did better than control groups. Another result

concerning reliability coefficients suggested that initial

rank ordering of students changed significantly on the post-

test. This was supported by the fact that low I.Q. students

did significantly better with programmed material when com-

pared to low I.Q. students in control groups.

Krumboltz and Christal (1960) considered short - term

effects of spatial training. They were specifically inter-

ested in how one test of spatial visualization affects the

subjects performance on a second test that follows immedi-

ately. Results showed that regular forms and alternate

forms of the same test were subject to practice effects.

Thus even limited experience on a specific spatially ori-

ented task improves immediate performance of that task.

The practice effect was not transferable, however. Stu-

dents showed no gains when an alternate type of spatial

test was given.
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Breslauer, Mack and Wilson (1976) examined the effects

of a training program on visual perception. They contended

that a deficiency in perception would impede the learning

process. Both perceptual and visual development training

procedures were employed. Most participants showed measur-

ably reduced symptoms of visual inefficiency. For primary

children, this increased self image and provided them with

the opportunity to advance at a normal pace. Students in

upper elementary levels improved their visual-perceptual

skills, but were not able to transfer that to improved

learning. Breslauer et al . suggested this was due to re-

peated failures and poor self image experienced over several

years due to poor perceptual skills.

Ives and Rakow (1983) explored how language facilitated

performance on spatial tasks for young children. They

found that the use of language can greatly improve perform-

ance on perspective tasks, but has much less effect on ro-

tation tasks. Spatial scores improved when language clues

such as "front corner", "side", or "back" I'iere introduced

as part of perspective tasks. Perspective and rotation

task performances were both improved when objects with

familiar, inherent features were used. Their results

showed that spatial ability was not a talent that was

either present or not present in young children, but a

skill that could be improved as the complexity of the prob-

lem was reduced.
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Paivio (1973) has hypothesized that every task requires

both verbal and spatial thought for solution. He posed

three variables which he thought determined the amount of

visual imagery an individual employs to solve the task.

The first variable involves the number of familiar stimuli

involved in the task. Tasks which involve physical objects

which are familiar to the subject generate more visualiza-

tion than tasks which do not involve familiar physical ob-

jects. The second variable is the extent to which direc-

tions for the task specify a visual or verbal approach to

the task. Subjects are more likely to follow suggested

avenues even when visual solution methods might be easier.

The final variable is the processing mode used by the sub-

ject. Individual preference and amount of previous prac-

tice often influence the mode selected by different sub-

jects.

Brinkmann (1966) stated that the first step in creating

a program to improve any ability is to specify in precise

behavioral language just what behavior a subject displays

in achieving the desired goal. Brinkmann proposed the fol-

lowing four as behaviors that contribute to spatial skills:

a) differentiation or discrimination, b) identification

(which includes recognition and labeling), c) organization

or recognizing relationships, and d) orientation. Brink-

mann' s training program concentrated on developing the

learner's skill in discrimination and identification tasks,

using both two dim.ensional drawings and three dimensional
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manipulatives . The tasks became more difficult as the

training progressed.

In his book, Experiences in Visual Thinking: , McKim

(1972) offers a three step program for training spatial

visualization abilities: seeing, imagining, and idea

sketching. McKim feels that most students have not been

taught how to really see thinks. He acknowledges individual

differences in ability levels, but feels that regardless

of the inherited ability, there is a large amount of

unrealized potential for visual development. McKim states:

Seeing is more than sensing: seeing requires
matching an incoming sensation with a visual memory.
The knowledgeable observer sees m.ore than his less
knowledgeable companion because he has a righer
stock of memories with which to match incoming
visual sensations, (p. 43)

Included under his topic of seeing are externalized

thinking (which involves manipulating an actual object),

seeing by drawing (drawing forces one to really look),

pattern seeking, proportions, and learning cues for form

and space. Imagining requires the use of visual recall,

to mentally manipulate objects, and to examine structures

and abstractions. Idea sketching allows students to test

their mental picture by transferring it to paper and to

bypass the reliance on verbal descriptions. McKim'

s

training included using three dimensional models, two

dimensional geometric shapes, and two dimensional repre-

sentations of three dimensional objects.
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Weinzweig (1978) proposed developing spatial concepts

by teaching informal geometry. He relied on the Klein-

Erlanger Programm, which emphasizes the transformational

approach. Weinzweig felt children should begin geometry by

sorting and classifying a suitable collection of solid geom.-

etric models. This would focus attention on similarities

and differences and help the child formulate concepts such

as straightness . The next step is helping the child learn

to read pictures or drawings of three dimensional objects

and be able to mentally picture the object of the picture

or drawing. The final step is for the child to discover

certain invariants within movement. From these concepts

the child can begin to develop a geometry.

Battiste, Wheatley, and Talsma (1982) looked at a geom-

etry course for preservice elementary teachers that included

numerous spatial activities. Spatial test scores were sig-

nificantly higher after the course, suggesting that the

types of activities included in the course improved spatial

visualization abilities. Results of multiple correlation

also suggested that spatial visualization is an important

factor in geometry learning.

Kilpatrick and Wirszup (I97l) have collected and edited

a series of Russian research studies and published them under

the title of Soviet Studies in the Psychology of Learnirig:

and Teaching Mathematics . iMany of these studies relate to

the learner's spatial abilities. Kilpatrick and Wirszup

point out: in their introductions that Soviet social and
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political philosophies dictate that Soviet researchers take

a different view of spatial abilities than the one of in-

nate, unchangeable ability level held by many Western psy-

chologists. Soviet psychologists have examined how spatial

abilities are influenced by instruction, and what types of

instruction improve spatial abilities.

Botsmanova (l97l a and b) conducted two studies examining

the role of pictorial aids in problem solving. The first of

these (1971a) was similar to the first four studies reviewed

in the section Spatial Visualization and Problem Solving.

Students were given work problems with three types of picto-

rial aids: pictures showing the objects mentioned in the

problem to illustrate the subject of the problem; pictures

showing the objects mentioned in the problem which also show

the relationships between the data; abstract spatial drawings

or diagrams. The pictures showing the relationships between

data were most likely to be helpful, but were not always

effective. Pictures which only illustrated the subject

matter, the most common type of pictorial aid found in text-

books, generally did not contribute to the solution of the

problem. Abstract drawings and diagrams also did not con-

tribute to the solution of the problem. In her second study

( 1971b), Botsmanova taught students to evaluate pictorial

aids and to develop their own pictures showing relation-

ships between pieces of data. These students were much

more successful solving problems than students in the con-

trol group. Thus it would appear that students taught to
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attune to pictorial aids and to interpret those drawings

were more successful students without such training,

Chetverukhira (l97l) investigated the level of develop-

ment of spatial concepts in several grades. Students in

first, fourth, fifth, and sixth grades were asked to imag-

ine and then draw six common objects. Drawings by first

graders showed that while they had developed spatial con-

cepts and could perceive three dimensional ideas, they

lacked the knowledge or skill to represent it in drawings.

Fourth, fifth and sixth grade students demonstrated in-

creasing abilities to represent three dimensional objects

in drawings even without specific training. Older students

in eighth, ninth, and tenth grades, and beginning college

students were accurate drawing geometric figures in correct

proportions, but had difficulty imagining and drawing plane

sections of the solids. Chetverukhim attributes this dif-

ficulty primarily to the fact that textbook illustrations

use only standard representations of geometric figures.

Vladimirskii (1971) cited several obstacles to the de-

velopment of spatial visualization in the current curricu-

lum. One major problem is that students are not able to

distinguish between essential and nonessential features. A

second major problem is the improper use of visual aids.

Students are introduced to visual aids through passive

viewing. Vladimirskii undertook to devise an educational

strategy to counter these two problems. Preliminary exer-

cises called for students to manipulate solids to match
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drawings of the solid. Students were expected to learn to

recognize a figure from a drawing of it and to orient the

figure in space. After learning the conventions associated

vzith drawings that represent three dimensional figures,

students were aquainted with the conventions that imply

movement in the diagram. Once the students were able to

read diagrams, Vladimirskii introduced his experimental

exercises. These exercises required students to l) recog-

nize figures in differing positions, 2) compose and decom-

pose pictures when an element of movement is included, and

3) recognize and explain geometric relationships in concrete

form. A final set of exercises was introduced to help

students develop the concept of parallelism of a line and

a plane.

Krutetskii (l97l) described a series of problems that

could be used to develop spatial visualization in a more

general chapter on experimental problems. These problems

demand spatial visualization as a fundamental part of the

solution process. He suggested the use of both solid ob-

jects and diagrams in exploring the solution process. The

content of the problems was based on informal geometry, but

prior knowledge of geometric principles was not necessary

and, in fact, would not help in the solution of most of the

problems

.

Research on the effect of instruction on spatial visual-

ization tends to support the hypothesis that training has a

positive effect on the performance level of participants.
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The training programs developed by Brinkmann, McKim,

Weinzweig, Vladimirskii and Ki-utetskii were culled to se-

lect activities that supported the definition of spatial

visualization used in this study. Those activities were

modified as necessary to fit the background and develop-

ment state of the sample population. The instructional

program created from these activities is described in

Chapter III.



CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN AND IMPLEJ-IEOTATION

Overview of the Study

This study was designed to investigate spatial visuali-

zation and its relationship to problem solving. It ex-

plored three major areas:

1. What is the nature of the aptitude termed spatial

visualization?

2. What is the relationship between spatial visualiza-

tion and problem solving performance?

3. What is the effect of instruction in visualization

skills on spatial visualization and the relation-

ship between it and problem solving?

Chapter III describes the evaluation instruments used

to measure spatial visualization and problem solving per-

formance, the sample population of the study, the instruc-

tional program used with the experim.ental group, and the

statistical procedures used to evaluate the results.

Selection of Evaluation Instrum.ents

Each student in the sample population was evaluated

before and after the instructional phase of this study to

determine his or her spatial visualization ability and prob-

lem solving capability. Three independent measures of their

spatial visualization were taken and a problem solving in-

ventory was administered to measure their problem solving

38
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skills. A description of each instrument is contained in

this section

The Spatial Visualizations Battery

A number of studies involving spatial skills were re-

viewed in Chapter II. These studies had varying defini-

tions of spatial visualization and used a variety of spa-

tial tests. In selecting tests for this study, three

criteria were considered:

1) The instruments should measure at least one of the

two components in the definition of spatial visual-

ization used in this study (1. the ability to rec-

ognize the relationship between parts of a given

configuration and 2. the ability to mentally manip-

ulate one or more of those parts).

2) The instruments should have been used in previous

spatial research and should have been found to be

related to spatial abilities.

3) The total time needed to administer the complete

test battery should not exceed one class period.

Michael, Guilford, Fruchter and Zimmierman (1957) com-

piled various interpretations of factors in the dom.ain of

space and visualization that had been developed by previous

researchers studying the nature of intelligence. They

found two factors common to all the studies which thev

term.ed spatial relations and orientation and visualization.

Spatial relations and orientation was defined as "an abili-

ty to comprehend the nature of the arrangement of elements
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within a visual stimulus pattern" (p. 188). Visualization

was defined to be the "mental manipulation of visual objects"

(p. 188). These two factors correspond very closely to the

two components of the definition of spatial visualization

used in this study. Their study identified the Card Rota-

tions and the Cube Comparison tests as two of the best meas-

ures of the spatial relations and orientation factor. They

identified the Punched Holes test as one of the best meas-

ures of the visualization factor. Thus these three tests wer

selected for primary consideration as the spatial battery.

These three instruments have been used in several stud-

ies investigating spatial visualization. Carry (1968),

Eastman and Carry (1975), and Webb and Carry (1975) used a

derivation of the Punched Holes test in a series of studies

examining how the spatial visualization aptitude interacts

with two methods of teaching quadratic inequalities. The

first two studies found this test to be a significant pre-

dictor of student performance on graphical treatment. Webb

and Carry found that while there was some correlation be-

tween the test and student performance, it was not a signif-

icant predictor. Behr (1970) and Behr and Eastman (1975)

used a derivation of the Card Rotations test and found it

was also a significant predictor of student performance on

graphical treatments of instruction.

Moses (1977) used all three instruments in the spatial

battery in her study. She administered her battery of spa-

tial tests to three separate populations. Each time the
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Punched Hole, the Card Rotations, and the Cube Comparison

tests significantly correlated with each other. Moses used

factor analysis to further examine results from the spatial

battery. She found that the variance was accounted for by

two factors during the analysis. Eighty percent of the

variance was accounted for by one of the factors, leading

Moses to reject a hypothesis that spatial visualization was

a decomposable aptitude. The analysis did show, however,

that one spatial test. Cube Comparison, loaded more on the

second factor.

The final consideration in selecting instruments for

the test battery had to do with time limitations. These

three tests require a total working time of 16 minutes.

Thus a complete battery consisting of the three discussed

spatial tests and a problem solving inventory could be ad-

ministered within one class period. Therefore the Card

Rotation, the Punched Hole, and The Cube Comparison tests

were selected to comprise the spatial batteries.

The following is a description of the three spatial

tests

:

Card Rotation Test

This test was originally designed by Thurstone (1938)

and was included in the Kit of Reference Tests for Cognitive

Factors. The form administered to students during this

study is a modified version of the original test for use

with elementary school students. This modified form is

from the NLSMA test battery. The stated purpose of the
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Cards Rotation Test is to measure a student's ability to

recognize the relationships among parts of a figure in or-

der to identify the figure when its orientation is changed.

The test contains 14 problems. Each problem consists of

a given irregular figure followed by eight other represen-

tations of that figure. The representations have been ro-

tated from the original position, flipped over, or have

been both rotated and flipped. Students mark those items

which have only been rotated with a and those which have

been flipped over with a An example is given in

Figure 3.1.

HEEIEIHBEIS
Figure 3.1

Card Rotation Test Example

The students had four minutes to mark a total of 112

figures. This test has been used in several studies, such

as Quay (1969) and Moses (1977). The figures in the test

are two dimensional, and students can solve the problems by

manipulating the figures in two dimensions.

The test was selected to measure how well the students

can recognize the relationship between parts of a pattern.

During the test administration, many individuals were ob-

served physically rotating their papers. Others were
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observed using hand or head motions which seemed to indi-

cate that they were mentally manipulating the figure.

Hence it would appear that this test measured both facets

of the definition of spatial visualization.

Punched Hole Test

This test was created by Thurstone and was included in

the Kit of Reference Tests for Cognitive Factors . The form

used in this study is the modified version from the NLSMA

test battery. It was modified for use with younger chil-

dren than Thurstone 's original form. The purpose of the

Punched Hole Test is to measure the student's ability to

mentally manipulate a given spatial configuration into a

different configuration.

The test contains ten problems. In each problem a

square piece of paper is shown after each of two or three

folds. After the last fold, the paper is shown with a hole

punched in it. Students must choose xvhich of the five

squares on the right contains the configuration of holes

that would appear if the fold and punched square were

unfolded. An example is given in figure 3.2.

E

Figure 3.2
Punched Hole Test Exam.ple
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Students had four minutes to mark the ten items. This

test has been used in several studies, including Guay (1978),

Moses (1977), and the Carry(l968), Webb and Carry (1975),

and Behr and Eastman (1975) ATI series. It was selected

to measure the student's ability to mentally manipulate a

given configuration. The figures of the test are two

dimensional, but the student must mentally manipulate the

figure in three dimensions to solve the problem.

Cube Comparison Test

This test was devised by Thurstone and was included in

the Kit of Reference Tests for Cognitive Factors . The form

used in this study was the modified version taken from the

NLSMA test battery. It was modified for use with younger

children than Thurstone 's original test. The purpose of

the Cube Comparison Test is to measure the student's abil-

ity to recognize the relationship between parts of a given

configuration.

The test contains 21 problems. Each problem consists

of a pair of cubes. Each cube has three visible faces, and

each face shows a letter, number, or a symbol. The direc-

tions state that no cube may have the same character on

more than one face. Students must decide if the two cubes

shown in the pair may represent the same cube or if they

must be pictures of two different cubes. Students mark

their decision under each pair, "S" if it may be the same

cube, 'D" if it must be two different cubes. An example is

given in figure 3.3,
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/V.

A

So

A ^ <

Figure 3.3
Cube Comparison Test Example

Students had six minutes to mark their 21 choices. This

test has been used in several studies, such as Hamilton

(1969) and Moses (1977). The figures in this test are rep-

resentations of three dimensional objects. Students must be

able to mentally visualize objects in three dimensions to

solve the problems.

The test was selected to measure the students' ability

to recognize relationships among the parts of a three dimen-

sional object. During the administration of the test,

several students were observed using hand motions to help

themselves visualize possible manipulations of the figure.

Hence it would appear that this test also m.easured both

facets of the definition of spatial visualization.

The Problem Solving Inventory

Finding an instrument to measure the problem solving

capabilities of students proved to be more difficult than

selecting the spatial measures. A search of previous re-

search failed to produce a single validated instrument

appropriate for sixth grade students. There were, however,

several sets of problem.s that had been used in other studies.
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These problem sets were examined to determine vocabulary-

level and prerequisite mathematical knowledge. The content

of the problems was also examined to determine if it met the

definition of a problem contained in Chapter I and to

determine if it could be classified as a spatial problem,

an analytic problem, or an equally spatial and analytic

problem. Many of the problem sets contained a common sub-

set of frequently used problems.

The problems selected for the initial version were

drawn from problems used by Kilpatrick (1967), Krutetskii

(1971), and Moses (1977). Krutetskii and Moses had each

classified the problems as spatial, analytic, or equally

spatial and analytic. The classification systems used by

both researchers relied on individual student interviews.

Only those problems for which the two classifications

agreed were considered for the inventory. Four problems

from each category were chosen.

The trial problem solving inventory was field tested at

Pine Grove Elementary School in Lowndes County, Georgia. A

class of 26 sixth graders took the test. The distribution

of the number of correct responses was approximately normal

with a mean of 5 . 25 , a median of 5, and a standard deviation

of 1.87. Approxim.ately 70% of the students scored v/ithin

one standard deviation of the mean. Approximately 15% of

the students scored between one and two standard deviations

both above and below the mean. No student scored more than

two standard deviations from the mean.
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One problem on the trial inventory was identified as too

easy for sixth grade students. Approximately 96% of the

students solved this problem correctly. A more difficult

version of the problem was selected to replace that problem.

The remaining eleven problems were accepted as written in

the trial inventory. The final version of the Problem

Solving Inventory (see Appendix A) contained twelve prob-

lems, four in each area. The four spatial problems are

listed in figure 3.4, the four analytic problems are listed

in figure 3.5, and the equally spatial and analytic problems

are listed in figure 3.6.

3. How many sides does a cube have? How many edges does
it have?

5. A clock reads 2:50. What time will it be if the hands
exchange positions?

6. Imagine a donut that is cut in half through line (a).

Now pretend that you have picked up one half and are
looking at it from the middle where it was cut . Draw
what you see.

11. What kind of figure do you have if a square is rotated
around one of its sides? (If you don't know its name,
you can tell me something it looks like or you can
dravvT it . }

Figure 3.4
Spatial Problems on the Inventory
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Mr. Jones traded his horse for 2 cows. Then he
traded the cows. He got 3 pigs for each cow.
Then he traded his pigs. For each pig he got 6

chickens. How many chickens did he have in all?
Bob has a pocketful of coins that add up to $1.05.
All his coins are nickels or dimes. If there are
13 coins in all, how many nickels and how many dimes
does he have?
A farmer has cows and chickens on his farm. He has
10 animals in all. If you count 28 feet in all, how
many cows and how many chickens does the farmer
have?
Nancy has some rabbits and some cages. When one
rabbit is put in each cage, one rabbit will be left
with no cage. When two rabbits are put in each cage,
there will be one cage left empty. How many rabbits
and how many cages are there?

Figure 3.5
Analytic Problems on the Inventory

1. There were 4 people in a race -- John, Dick, Steve,
and Tom. John won the race and Steve came in last.
If Tom was ahead of Dick, who came in second?

2. A fireman stood on the 4th step of a ladder, pouring
water onto a burning building. As the smoke got less
he clim.bed down 5 steps. The fire got worse so he
climbed down 5 steps. Later he climbed up 7 steps and
was at the top of the ladder. How many steps are
in the ladder?

8. Imagine a jar that is 8 inches tall. At the bottom
of the jar is a caterpillar. Each day the caterpillar
crawls up 4 inches. Each night he slides back down
2 inches. How long will it take him to reach the
top of the jar?

9. Susan has 4 pockets and 12 dimes. She wants to put
her dimes into her pockets so that each pocket
contains a different number of dimes. How many
dimes does she put in each pocket to do this?

Figure 3.6
Equally Spatial and Analytic Problems

on the Inventory

4.

7.

10.

12.
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Selection and Description of Population Sample

This study was conducted in the public elementary

schools of Lowndes County, Georgia. No elem.entary

school in the county had a sufficient num.ber of students

enrolled in the sixth grade to constitute an adequate

sample so two comparable schools were chosen. Parker

Mathis Elementary School and Lake Park Elementary

School are both located outside the city limits of,

but near to, Valdosta, Georgia. The majority of

parents from each school work in Valdosta. The two

schools are approximately equal in size. Approximately

80% of the students at each school ride buses to school.

The schools have equal ethnic ratios. Their socio-

economic makeup (based on the number of free and

reduced price lunches served) is the same. Most of

the children come from middle class families. Both

principals were interested in the study and encouraged

their teachers to cooperate.

Parker Mathis Elementary School had three math-

ematics classes, all taught by one teacher. Lake Park

Elementary School had one large class taught by a two

teacher team and one regular size class taught by

a third mathematics teacher. These five classes

constituted the sample for this study. Students from

these five classes could not be randomly assigned

to control and experimental groups. Intact classes
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were used. This limited the degrees of freedom avail-

able during statistical analysis, but did protect

against some external threats to validity. In order

to minimize comparisons of instruction between stu-

dents in the control group and students in the exper-

imental group, one school was randomly selected to be

the control group while the other school was designated

the experimental group. Since the schools were located

at opposite ends of the county and were considered

rivals, there was no interaction between groups.

A total of 122 six grade students were included

in the sample population. During the ten week period

of the study, five students were enrolled in the

classes. Nine students withdrew from the schools

during the study. Only those students for whom complete

pre and posttest results were obtained were included

in the statistical analysis. Ten students classified

as Learning Disabled or Educable Mentally Retarded

were allowed to participate in the study but their test

results were excluded from the statistical analysis.

Therefore there were a total of 103 students whose

scores were included in the statistical analysis.
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The study was conducted using a sample popula-

tion of sixth graders for several reasons. Students

in the sixth grade have been exposed to the four

operations with whole numbers. This meant more

interesting problems could be selected for the Prob-

lem Solving Inventory. A second consideration for

choosing sixth graders was that previous research

showed sixth grade students could understand exi st-

ing spatial tests. No new tests nor modified

instructions would need to be developed.

The last two reasons have to do with choosing

sixth graders instead of older students. McKim

(1972) states that mathematical instruction in the

United States is primarily analytical in nature.

Students involved in the study receive eight periods

of instruction in spatial visualization. This

short period of instruction would have less impact

on older students who are more conditioned to

analytical thinking.

The final reason for choosing sixth graders

relates to their prior mathematical experiences.

Ability grouping in Lownder County begins in Junion

high school (seventh grade).
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Thus all the students in the control and experimental groups

have been exposed to the same mathematical content.

Description of the Instruction Program

One of the basic purposes of education is to identify

and correct any deficiency of an individual student in de-

sirable knowledge and skills. Several researchers (e.g.,

McKim 1972) have indicated that the typical mathematics

curriculum does not include training in spatial visualiza-

tion. Further, most contend that such instruction would

help correct a deficiency in the perceptual skills of Amer-

ican students. Thus the instruction program for this study

focused on activities designed to improve the student's

perceptual skills.

The instructional program lasted ten weeks. The lessons

occurred during the regular mathematics instruction period.

Each class was limited to 45 minutes since som.e students

were in other rooms with different teachers for their other

classes. The inventigator taught all of the classes in the

experimental group during each of the lessons and did all

of the pre and post testing. This elim.inated differences in

results due to the variation in teacher effectiveness

caused by differences between teachers. It introduced,

however, a different threat to validity, that of the inves-

tigator influencing results. To minimize this threat, the

investigator followed detailed lesson plans and was careful

to follow exact testing instructions during the pre and post

testing

.
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During the first week of the program the students were

administered the three spatial abilities tests and the

problem solving inventory. This was followed by eight weeks

of spatial training. During the training period, each student

was given several three dimensional objects to physically

manipulate, was required to mentally manipulate two and

three dimensional objects, and was given some practice in

applying these skills to problem solving. During the tenth

week the three spatial abilities tests and the problem

solving inventory were again administered to the students.

No prior knowledge of geometric concepts or perceptual

skills was assumed in the instructional material.

Four types of activities were selected to constitute the

training. The first kind of activity began with a three

dimensional model being distributed to each student. Stu-

dents were asked to make observations about the object.

They viewed the model from amny different angles. Students

were then shown two dimensional representations of the ob-

ject and were asked to position their model so that their

visual image of the model matched the two dimensional repre-

sentation. Finally students were asked to position their

model in prescribed locations and draw their own two dimen-

sional representations.

The second type of activity was a folder activity. The

materials utilized for folder activities included a file

folder and several 20 mm squares of construction paper.

Each piece of construction paper had one or two squares,
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an arrow, or an irregular shape cut out of it. A sheet v.-as

selected, shown to the students, then placed in the folder.

The folder was then rotated (left or right; one, two, three,

or four 90 degree turns) or flipped (top to bottom, left to

right, or on either diagonal). Students were then asked to

draw where the holes in the construction paper would appear

when the folder was opened.

The third kind of activity in the training program was

a paper folding activity. Paper folding activities required

several 20 mm squares of paper. The paper was folded into

halves, thirds, or fourths, and then a figure was cut out.

The figures included one square, two squares, and arrow,

and irregular shapes. Students viewed the paper after

it had been folded and cut, and had to mentally unfold

the paper and draw the positions of the holes on opened

square

.

The fourth type of activity in the program related

visual and perceptual skills to problem solving situations.

The simpliest of these activities involved the student

looking at pictures of stacks of blocks and deciding how

many blocks were in each pile. The more advanced activities

required students to translate verbal problems into pictures

or diagrams.

The following is an outline of the activities conducted

with students in the experimental classes in each of the

eight weeks.
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Week One

Distribute a cube to each student. List properties of

a cube, reviewing appropriate vocabulary. Distinguish be-

tween examples and nonexamples. Formulate a definition of

a cube. List examples of cubes in real life. Position

cube to match two dimensional pictures of a cube.

Week Two

Distribute cubes. Review properties and the definition

of a cube. Position cube to match two dimensional picfures.

Students draw the cube from different angles. Folder

activities were rotations with one square, two squares,

and an arrow.

Week Three

Distribute cubes that are lettered with A through F,

Examine letter pattern. Predict \^hat letter is on the

opposite side, top or bottom. Draw lettered cube from

various angles. Folder activities were rotations with one

square, two squares, an arrow, and irregular shapes, and

flips with one square, two squares, and an arrow.

Week Four

Distribute a pyramid to each student. List properties,

reviewing appropriate vocabulary. Distinguish between

examples and nonexamples. Formulate a definition. Posi-

tion the pyramid to match two dimensional pictures of the

pyramid. Folder activities were rotations, flips, and com-

binations of rotations and flips, of one square, two squares,

an arrow, and a letter.
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Week Five

Distribute lettered pyramid. Review properties and the

definition. Examine the letter pattern. Predict the let-

ter on the back and bottom. Position pyramid to match two

dimensional representation of the pyramid. Draw pyramids

from various angles. Folder activities were rotations,

flips and com.binat ions . Paper folding activities were one

fold with one square, two squares, an arrow, and irregular

shapes

.

Week Six

Distribute a sphere to each student. List properties,

reviewing appropriate vocabulary. Distinguish between

examples and non examples. Formulate a definition. List

examples in real life. Draw sphere from several angles.

Folder activities were rotations, flips and combinations.

Paper folding activities were one and two folds, with one

square, two squares, an arrow, and irregular shapes.

Week Seven

Folder activities were rotations, flips and combina-

tions. Paper folding activities were two and three folds,

with one square, two squares, and an arrow, with some cuts

on the folds or the edges. Problem solving activities.

Week Eight

Folder activities were combinations of rotations and

flips. Paper folding activities were two and three folds

with two squares and irregular shapes, with some cuts on

the folds or the edges. Problem solving activities.



The control group was pre and post tested duririg the

same time periods as the experimental group. In the inter-

vening eight weeks, the control group received their normal

instruction following the regular mathematics curriculum.

The curriculum did not include any material that dealt with

spatial visualization skills.

Statistical Procedures

The purpose of this study was to examine the nature of

spatial visualization and its relationship to mathematical

problem solving. Questions were generated in three areas:

(1) the nature of spatial visualization;

(2) the relationship between spatial visualization and

problem solving; and

(3) the effect of instruction on the two areas above.

The first question considered was: Does the spatial

visualization aptitude have more than one component. Three

measures of the two components cited in the definition used

in this study were taken. Since each test had a different

number of items, each raw score was converted to a Z-score

before being used. The Pearson product -moment correlation

coefficient was computed between each of the three tests

using pretest data from the total sam.ple population. In

addition, multiple regression analysis was done using pre-

test data from the total sample. Each of the three tests

was selected in turn to function as the dependent variable.

Scores for the remaining two tests v/ere used as independent

variables to predict the score of the dependent variable.
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The second group of questions concerned the relation-

ship between spatial visualization and problem solving.

Each students' measure of spatial visualization ability,

termed the spatial index, was found by summing the Z-scores

of the three tests in the spatial battery. The Pearson

product -moment correlation coefficient was then calculated

between the students' spatial index and their problem

solving performance index. Pearson product -moment correla-

tion coefficients were also calculated between each spatial

index and problem solving sub-scores on spatial problems

and analytic problems.

To avoid distortion due to familiarity^ with the test i

a test-retest situation, only pretest data were used to

compute the statistics for questions in the first two areas

Using only pretest data also eliminated any confounding

effects due to instruction. Since all schools in Lowndes

County follow a prescribed mathematics curriculumi through

the sixth grade, students in the experimental and the con-

trol group had the same mathematic background prior to the

study. Thus students scores from both groups could be used

in answering questions from areas one and two. Questions

in group three had to do w'ith the effect of instruccion.

Therefore, analysis required pre and posttest data from

selected subsets of all of the sample population.

Two statistics were used to examine the hypothesis con

cerning how instruction in visualization skills affected

the subjects' spatial visualization abilities. The first
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statistic was a comparison of means using the t statistic.

The com.parison of means was done for each of the spatial

tests and the problem solving index to

(1) compare the pretest means for the experimental

group with the pretest means of the control group;

(2) compare the pretest means of the experimental group

with the posttest m.eans of the experimental group;

(3) compare the pretest means of the control group with

the posttest means of the control group;

(4) compare the posttest means of the experimental

group with the posttest means of the control group.

The second statistic used to determine if instruction

affected spatial abilities was analysis of covariance. The

spatial index was used as the covariate. Group membership

was control group verses experimental group.

The hypothesis concerning the effect of instruction in

visualization skills on problem solving performance was

investigated using analysis of covariance. The covariate

was the pretest score on the problem solving inventory.

Group membership was the control group verses the experi-

mental group. The hypotheses regarding the effect on the

two subsets of the problem solving inventory, spatial prob-

lems and analytic problems, were investigated using the

same statistic.

The hypothesis stating that instruction does not affect

high spatial students differently from low spatial students

was tested by usir^ analysis of covariance. The covariate
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was the student's score on the problem solving pretest.

Group membership was high spatial verses low spatial. High

spatial students were defined to be those students at least

one standard deviation above the mean on the spatial index.

Low spatial students were those whose spatial index was one

or more standard deviations below the mean. Each group

consisted of approximately 15 percent of the sample.

The last hypothesis concerned whether instruction af-

fected the problem solving performance on spatial problems

differently than that on analytic problems. This was

tested by a comparison of means using the t statistic.

Since the hypothesis was concerned with the effect of in-

struction, only scores from the experimental group were

used. A comparison of the mean of the pretest scores on

the spatial problems subset with the mean of the posttest

scores on the subset was done. A similar comparison was

done for the subset of analytic problems.

Summary

This study was designed to investigate the nature of

the aptitude called spatial visualization, its relation-

ship to mathematical problem solving, and the effects of

instruction on both of these. Three independent measures

of spatial visualization were selected because they fit the

definition of spatial visualization used in this study and

because of results of previous studies using these tests.

The three spatial tests were the Punched Holes test, the

Card Rotation test, and the Cube Comparison test. A
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validated problem solving inventor^/ was not available.

Problems for the inventory used in this study were drawn

from problem sets used in previous research. Of the twelve

problems in the inventory, four were designated spatial

problems, four were analytic problems, and four were equal-

ly spatial and analytic.

The study was conducted in two elementary schools in

Lowndes County, Georgia. The sample population consisted

of all sixth grade students in Parker Mathis Elementary

School and Lake Park Elementary School. There were 102

students in the sample population.

Students in the experimental group experienced a ten

week instructional program which required students to manip-

ulate three dimensional models, imagine the movement of the

three dimensional models, practice transformations with two

dimensional drawings, and do some problem solving activi-

ties. Students had one 45 minute instructional period a

week in lieu of their normal mathematics curriculum. Stu-

dents in the control group continued with their normal

mathematics instruction.

Several statistical procedures were used in the study.

Pearson product -moment correlations and multiple regres-

sion analysis were used to determine if the aptitude, spa-

tial visualization, had one or more component parts. The

Pearson product -mom.ent correlations were also used to deter-

mine the relationship between spatial visualization and

problem solving. Comparison of means t-tests and analysis
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of covariance were used to determine the effects of the

instructional program.



CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Introduction

This chapter contains an analysis of the data collected

during the study. The analysis provides information on

three major areas. The first concerns the nature of the

aptitude called spatial visualization. The second area

deals with the relationship between spatial visualization

and mathematical problem solving. The final area explores

the effect of instruction on spatial visualization and its

relationship to problem solving. Ten hypotheses were posed

in the outline of the research study section in Chapter I.

Each of the ten hypotheses is addressed in the analysis.

Several statistics algorithms were employed. All of the

programs were selected from the Statistical Analysis Systemi

package.

The Nature of Spatial Visualization

This study attempted to determine if spatial visualiza-

tion IS a single attribute or a composite of two or more

factors. This section of the data analysis examines the

results of the zhree spatial tests which were chosen be-

cause they reflect the definition of spatial visualization

used in this study. The results in this section will be

used to evaluate the first hypothesis:

63
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1. There is not an indivisible aptitude which is

called spatial visualization.

Since the treatment for the experiment group was di-

rected towards influencing the students' spatial thinking,

only the pretest scores for both the control and experi-

mental groups were used in this part of the analysis.

The mean, standard deviation, and standard error were

computed using the raw scores for the pre and post adm.inis-

trations of each of the three spatial tests. Table 4.1

contains these descriptive statistics for the total sample

population. Table 4.2 contains the descriptive statistics

for the control group only. Table 4.3 contains the de-

scriptive statistics for the experimental group only.

Table 4.1
Descriptive Statistics for Spatial Tests
Control and Experimental Groups Conbined

Test N

Maximum
Possible
Score Mean

Standard
Deviation

Standard
Error

Card Rotations 102 112 44.18 16.74
(55.72) (20.20)

1.66
(2.00)

Punched Holes 102 10 4.28 2.36
(5.34) (2.'l7) (.22)

.23

Cube Comparison 102 21 9.54 '> 36
(9.87) (2^74)

.23
(.27)

(Note: Post test scores are shown in parentheses.)
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Table 4.2
Descriptive Snacistics for Spatial Tests

Control Group 0n 1

y

Test

-•.axiTiLim

Possible
Score

Standard
.ean Deviation

^ard Rotation 52 112 41 . 25

(43.7 3)

18.01
(17.47) ' 1

Punched Holes 10 4. 63
(5.04)

1.97
(2.09) 29)

-ube Cornoarison 52 T 9 °
. 23

(3.* 67)
2.41

(2.32) 3
^.

(Note: Post test scores are shown in parentheses.)

Table 4.3
Descriptive Statistics for Spatial Tescs

Experimental Group Only

Maximum

Test N
Possible
Score yean

Standard
Deviation

Standard
Error

Card Rotation 50 112 47. 22
(62.93)

14.83
(20.44)

2. 11

•2.39)

Punched Holes 50 10 3.92
(5.66)

2 . 69
(2.23)

. 33

(.32)

Cube Comparison 50 21 9.86
(11.12)

2. 30

(2.61)
. 33

. 37^

(Note: Post test scores are shown in parentheses.)

The maximum possible score varied considerably amon-?

the three spatial tests, ranging from 12 to 112. To neu-

tralize the variation in possible scores, and to ensure

that each test carried equal weight in the analysis, the

scores were converted to Z-scores. The mean of each con-

version approached zero while the standard deviation ap-

proached one. Table 4.4 lists the actual means and

standard deviations

.
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Table 4.4
^leans and Standard Deviations of Converted Z-Scores

Variable Mean Standard Deviation

Cube Comparison Pretest -.000 3 .993 3

Punched Holes Pretest .0013 1.002

Card Rotations Pretest -.0002 1.000

Two statistical tests were used to determine if spatial

visualization was an indivisible aptitude or if it appeared

to be composed of two or more separate factors. The first

test was to calculate the Pearson oroduct -moment correla-

tion coefficients between each of the three tests. If the

three tests were all significantly correlated to each other,

then the study would have produced one indication that spa-

tial visualization was an indivisible aptitude. If the

tests were not all significantly correlated, then this

would be an indication that the tests measured separate

components. The correlations are listed in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5
Correlation Coefficients Between Spatial Tests

Card Punched
Rotation Holes

Card Rotation

Punched holes .0559

Cube Comparison .2900''"'"'- -.015 2

'"^-^'^P < .01
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Only two of the cl:ree tests were significant Iv corre-

lated. The data suggest tihe Cube Comparison test and the

Card Rotation test rr.easLire one aspect of spatial visualiza-

tion. The Punched h'oles test is not s iq;nif icantly related

to either of the other two tests. This suggests that it

measures a different aspect of spatial visualization.

A second statistical procedure was applien to the spa-

tial tests scores. Several multiple re;?;ression analvses

were done with the data. Each of the three spatial tests

scores served in turn as the dependent variable while the

remaining two variables functioned as the independent

variables. If each oair of soatial tests contributed a

significant amount of the variance for the third, then this

would be an indication that the three tests m.easured the

same attribute. If one or more pairs did not contribute a

significant amount, then the oair would not be a good pre-

dictor of the third. This v/ould indicate the dependent

variable m.easured a different comoonent of soatial visuali-

zation than the other two variables. Table 4.6 lists the

R- square, F" value^ and computed P values for each regres-

sion.

Table 4.6
Regression Analyses for Each Spatial Test

Dependent Var i ab 1

e

R-3pviare p

Punched Holes .0042 .21 8111

Cube omparison .0351 4.2S .0122

Card Rotation .0873 4.43 .0106
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The Card Rotation test and the Cube Coraparison test did

not predict performance on the Punched rioles test. Thus it

would again appear that the Punched Holes test measures a

separate component of spatial visualization from the other

two tests. Regressions with the Cube Comparison tests and

the Card Rotations tests both had significant F values.

Since the Punched Holes test is not correlated to nor ore-

dieted by the Card Rotation test or the Cube Comparison

test, the significant F values are due to the Card Rotation

test predicting the Cube Comparison test and the Cube Com-

parison test predicting the Card Rotation test.

Both statistical techniques produced similar results.

Thus hypothesis one, there is not an indivisible aptitude

which is called spatial visualization, was not rejected.

The Relationship Between Spatial isualization
and Problem Solving

The second area explored in this study was the rela-

tionship between spatial visualization and problem solving.

This section of the data analvsis examines the following

set of hypotheses

:

2. There is no correlation between soatiai visualiza-

tion and mathematical problem solvin.2.

3. There is no correlation between spatial visualiza-

tion and problem solving performance on spatial

problems

.

4. There is no correlation between spatial visualiza-

tion and problem solving perform.ance on analvtic

problems.
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The problem solvinr> Inventory was used to measure the

problem solving performance. There were twelve problems,

divided into three subgroups of four: spatial problems,

analytic problems, and problems both soatial and analvtic.

The problems were m.arked right or wrong on the basis of the

answer. The solution process was not considered in the

performance score. The means, standard deviations, and

standard errors were calculated for the total samole popula-

tion, the control group, and the experimental '2;rcup on the

whole problem solving inventory. These descriotive statis-

tics are listed in Table 4.7.

Table A.

7

Descriptive Statistics for Problem Solving
Inventory All Classes, Control Classes,

and Experimiental Classes

Maximum
Possible Standard Standard

Population Score Mean Deviation Zrror

Total Popula- 102 12 3.36 2.3'' .23
tion (4.47) (2*. 30) (.23)

Experimental 50 12 3.75 2.20 . 31
Classes (4.67) (2.28) (.32)

Control Classes 32 12 3.78 2.35 .33
(4.27) (2.33) ( . 32)

(Note: Post test scores are shown i n oarenthese s .

)

Th,e m.eans, standard devi at ions, and standard errors

were also calcul ated for the soatial oro blem subset and the

analvtic proble;7i subset. Th e descriotive statistics for '"he

spatial problems subset for the total sample oopulat ion, the

control group, and the experimental grouo are oresented in

Table 4.S. The descriptive statistics for the total samole
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population for the analytic problems subset are listed in

Table 4.9. Descriptive statistics for the control group

and the experimental p;roup are also listed in Table 4.9.

Table 4.3
Descriptive Statistics for Spatial Problems Subtest

All Classes, Control Classes, and Experimental Classes

>:aximurn

PoDulatton
Possible
Score Mean

Standard
Deviation

Standard
Erro c

Total PoDula-
tion

102 4 1.0 3

(1.11)
.83

(.83)
.03

(.09)

Experimental
Classes

50 4 1.05
(1.24)

.83
(.79)

.19
(.11)

Control Classes 52 4 1.01
( .93)

.84
(.95)

.12
(.13)

(:Note: Post test scores are shown in parentheses.)

Table 4.9
Descriptive Statistics for Analvtic Problems Subrest-

All Classes, Control Classes, and Experimental Classes

Ponulation
. \

Maximum
Possible
Score Mean

Standard
Devi at ion

Standard
Error

Total Popula-
tion

102 4 .99
(1.24)

1.01
(1.05)

.10
(.10)

Experimental
Classes

50 4 .90
(1.28)

97
(1.'09)

.14
(.15)

Control Classes d2 4 1.08
(1.19)

1.04
(1.03)

.14
(.14)

(Note: Post test scores are shown in parenthes es .

)

To determine a single measure of each student's spatial

visualization abilities, called the spatial index, the pre-

test 2-scores of the three spatial tests were sum.med. A

Pearson product -moment correlation coefficient was then
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computed between students' spatial i.ndex and their prcblerr.

solving inventory score. Pearson product -moment correla-

tion coefficients were also calculated between each stu-

dent's spatial index and scores on the spatial problem sub-

set and the analytic problem subset of the problem solving

inventory. Again, because the treatment for the exoerinen-

tal i-^roup was an attempc to influence spatial abilities,

only pretest data for both, experimental and control groups

were used. Table 4.10 lists the correlations.

Table 4.10
Correlation Coefficients Between Spatial Index

and Problem Solving Inventory and Subtests

Spatial Index

Complete Inventory .3202 .0010

Spatial Subtest .1525 .1261

Analytic Subtest .4331 .0001

The correlation coefficient between the spatial index

and problem solving inventory score was significant at the

p< .001 level. Thus hypothesis two, there is no correla-

tion between spatial visualization and mathem.atical problem

solving, was rejected. The correlation coefficient between

the spatial index and performance on the spatial problem

subset was only .1525, which was not significant. Thus

hypothesis three, tnere is no correlation between spatial

visualization and problem solving performance on spatial

problems, was not rejected. The correlation coefficient

between the spatial index and performance on the analytic
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problems was significant at the p< .0001 level. Thus

hypothesis four, there is no correlation between spatial

visualization and problem solving performance on analytic

problems, was rejected.

The Effects of Instruction

This section deals with the final group of hypotheses

included in the study. The hypotheses are concerned with

the effects of spatial instruction on a student's spatial

visualization abilities and on the student's problem solving

performance. The following six hypotheses were tested:

5. There is no significant difference in spatial vis-

ualization ability between the control and experi-

mental group after the experim.ental group receives

instruction in visualization skills.

6. There is no significant difference in problem

solving performance between the control and exper-

imental groups after the experimental group re-

ceives instruction in visualization skills.

7. There is no significant difference between control

and experimental groups in performance on spatial

problems after the experimental group receives

instruction in visualization skills.

8. There is no significant difference between control

and experimental groups in performance on analytic

problems after the experimental group receives

instruction in visualization skills.



9. There is no significant difference betv/een hin;h

spatial students and low spatial students in orob-

lern solving performance after they receive instruc

tion in visualization skills.

10. There is no significant difference between r.he

experimental group's performance on spatial prob-

lems and their performance on analvtic problems

after they receive instruction in visualization

skills

.

Two statistical techniques were used to test the h.yooth

eses regarding the effects of visualization instnaction on

visualization skills. The first statistic was comparison

of group means usir^ t -tests. The com.parisons were used to

answer the following questions:

1. Was there a significant difference between the

control group and the experi m.ental with respect

to their performance levels on the soatial tests

on problem solving prior to the instructional

program?

2. Was there a significant change in the pretest to

posttest performance of the control group or the

experimental group on spatial tests?

3. Was there a significant difference between the

control group and the experimental group with re-

spect to their performance on spatial tests after

the instructional program?
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Since the two schools selected for the study were simi-

lar in socioeconomic and racial makeup, and followed the

same curriculum, it was assumed that the subjects would

have equal training in spatial visualization and problem

solving and hence would have equal skills prior to the in-

tervention of this study. To verify this, a comparison of

mieans between pretest scores was done for each spatial test,

the Spatial Index, the problem solving inventory, and the

spatial and analytic proglem subsets. The results of these

comparisons are presented in Table 4.11.

_Table 4.11
Comparison ot i^^ieans on Pretest Scores
Between Control and Experimental Groups

Test GrouD L-.ean

Standard
Deviation t

Card Rotation C
E

41.25
47.22

13.01
14.33

1.82 .0716

Punched Holes C
E

4.63
3.92

1.97
2.69

-1.5269 .1303

Cube Comparison C
E

9.23
9.86

2.41
2 . 30

1.3482 .1306

Spatial Index C
E

- .1552
.1641

1.73
2.05

.3413 .4022

Problem Solving
Inventory

r

£
3.78
3.75

2.35
2.20

- .4803 .6320

Problem Solving
Spatial Subset

C
E

1.01
1.05

.84

.83
.2431 .8085

Problem Solvinp.
Analytic Subset

r 1.03
.90

1.04
.97

- .3836 .3790

~ Control
E = Experimental
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:None of the t-tests produced a sirniificanr difference.

Thus It vould appear that the control ;?roup and the exoeri-

mental ,£?rouD were not si.?;nl fleant Iv different in soatial or

problem solving skills prior to the instructional treaf^icnt,

-A comoarison of means betv/een the pretest ard oosttest

scores was cone to determine if there was a significant

change in spatial skills after the instruction treatment

time for either the control group or the experimental ^rou-^.

Table 4.12 shows the comparisons for each of the three spa-

tial tests for both grouos.

Table 4.12
Comparison of Xeans for Control and Exnerimoptal TroM-^s
Between Pretest Spatial Scores and Posttest Soatial S.-o'-^-s

Variable Grouo Test 'y.ean

Standard
Deviation c o

Card Rotation Pre 41.25 13.01 2.1497 .0316
Post 43. 73 17.47

Punched Holes C Pre 4.63 1,97 1.029^ .3029
Post 5.04 2.09

Cube Comparison c Pre 9.23 2.41 -1.2071 . 2274
Post 3,6/ 2.32

Card Rotation C Pre 47.22 14.33 4.4078 .0001
Post 62.93 20.44

Punched Holes !"»

Pre 3.92 2, 69 3. 5212 .0007
Post 5.66 2.23

Cube Comparison Pre 9,36 2.30 2.5611 .0103
Post 11. 12 2. 61

C = Control
E = Experim.ental

ihe t-test for Card Rotation for the control group was

significant at tne p<,05 level. The Punched Holes test
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shovjed a nonsi.-^,nL f icani: gain, whi le the Cube Comparison

test showed a nonsignificant decrease. All three of the

t-tests were significant for the experimental group, two

at the p< .001 level. Thus it would appear that the control

group's performance was not significantly changed during the

time of the instr^uctional program. The experimental group

did significantly improve during the time of the instruc-

tional program.

A comparison of means on the posttest scores for each

of the spatial tests xvas done to determine if there v.'as a

significant difference between the control group and the

experimental group with respect to their performance on spa-

tial tests after the instructional treatment. Table 4.13

lists the comparisons for the three tests.

Table 4.13
Comparison of Keans on Posttest Score

Between Control and Experimental Croups

Tost jrouo >:ean
Standard
Deviation F o

Card Rotation 48.73 17.47 3.7399 .0003
E 62.98 20.44

Punched Holes n 5.04 2.09 1.4519 .1497
E 5.66 2.23

Cube Comparison C 8.67 2.32 5.0072 .0001
E 11.12 2.61

Spatial Index n
- .9202 1.63 5.0549 .0001

E .9614 2.11

C = Conti-ol
E = Experimental
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Two of the three spatial tests and the spatial index

had significant t values. Only Punched Holes did not pro-

duce a significant difference, although the mean for the

experimental group was higher than that of the control

group. Thus it would appear that the two groups were sig-

nificantly different after the instructional treatment.

The second statistical technique used to examine the

effect of instruction in visualization skills on spatial

ability was analysis of covariance. The students' pretest

spatial index was the covariate. The posttest spatial

index was the dependent variable. Group membership was the

control group versus the experimental group. If group mem-

bership was significant, then changes in spatial test scores

could not be attributed exclusively to differences in ini-

tial ability. Table 4.14 contains the results of the

analysis

.

Table 4.14
Instructional Effects on Spatial Index

Sources of Variation SS df F p

Spatial Index Pretest 124.95 1 54.01 .0001
(Covariate)

Group iMembership 72.91 1 31.51 .0001
(Control vs. Experimental)

Covariate - Group Interaction 1.43 1 .64 .4243

The covariate-group interaction is not significant;

therefore the assumptions associated with analysis of covar-

iance are met. The covariate, the spatial index pretest
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score, had a large sum of squares value and v;as siyniCicar

at the p< .0001 level; thus It is an appropriate chiolce fo

a covarlate. Group membership, the control :^roup versus

the experimental p,roup, was also si;^nificant at the

p< .0001 level. Hence It may be concluded that there is a

significant difference on the soatial index oosttest score

that is not due to differences in spatial abilitv prior to

the instructional program.

Hypothesis five states there is no significant diffei

ence in spatial visualization ability between control and

experimiental groups after the experimental group receives

Instruction in visualization skills. Comparison of .>rouo

means showed that the two groups were not significantly

different on spatial tests prior to instruction in visuali-

zation skills. However, after such Instruction, the exoeri

m.ental group scored significantly higher than the control

group. The experimental group improved si gnif icantlv on

spatial tests after the instructional period \vhile the con-

trol group did not im.prove after a similar lapse in time

but without similar instruction. The analysis of covarianc

shows that the im.provemient was due to miemibershlp i.n thc-

experiraental group. Thus hypothesis five Is rejected.

Hypothesis six asserts that instruction in visualiza-

tion skills does not afr'ect problem solving performance.

This hypothesis was tested with two statLitical procedures.

The first was a series of com.parisons of group means using

t-tests. Table 4,11 has already presented the com^parison
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of the control group's and the experimental group's means

on the pretest of the problem, solving inventory. The non-

significant difference between means, in conjunction with

the other nonsignificant differences between means pre-

sented in the table, shows that the two groups were not

significantly different in problem solving performance prior

to the instructional treatment. Table 4.15 shows a com-

parison of the control group's and experimental group's

means on the posttest of the problem solving inventory.

Table 4.15
Comparison of Means for Control

and Experimental Groups Between Problem
Solving Inventory Posttest Scores

Group Mean
Standard
Deviation t

Control 4.27 2.33 .88 .3814

Experimental 4.67 2.28

The results of the comparison show that there was not

a significant difference between the control group and the

experimental group in problem solving after the instruc-

tional program.

Table 4.16 lists the comparison between pretest and

posttest means on the problem solving inventory for both

the control and experimental groups.
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Table 4.16
Comparison of Means for Control and

Experimental Groups Between Problem Solving
Inventory Pretest and Posttest Scores

GrouD Test >!ean
Standard
Devi at ion n

Control Pre 3.78 2.35 1.07 .2864
Post 4.27 2. 33

Experimental Pre 3.75 2.20 2.05 .0401
Post 4.67

The problem solvinj> inventory oosttest mean was not sig-

nificantly different from the pretest mean for the control

group. The experimental group scored significantly hi.^her

on the posttest, but only at the p< .05 level.

The second analysis for hypothesis six was an applica-

tion of analysis of covariance. Performance on the pretest

of the problem solving index was the covariate. Perform-

ance on the posttest was the dependent variable. Tirouc m>om-

bership, control versus experimental was the treatm.ent vari-

able. Table 4.17 gives the results of the analysis.

Table 4.17
Instructional Effects Problem Solving

Source of Variation SS df f 0

Problem Solving Inventory
Pretest (Covariate)

241.56 1 32.93 .0001

Group Membership
(Control vs. E;cnerim.ental

)

.003 1 .00 .9752

Covar i at e -G roup I nterac t i on 2. 50 1 . 3562
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The covari.ate-group Interaction was not significant;

therefore the assurriotions associated with analysis of co-

variance are met. The covariate, the problem solviPL?, in-

ventory pretest score, accounted for raearly all the Sum of

Squares, and was significant at the p< .0001 level. Thus

it accounts for a significant portion of the variance and

is an appropriate choice for a covariate. Grouo menibershi

p

accounted for almost none of the Sura of Squares and was not

significant. Thus it would appear that most differences in

posttest scores are accounted for by differences in ore-

test score, and the instructional treatm.ent did not signif-

icantly affect the posttest scores.

Hypothesis six states there is no significant differ-

ence in problem solving performance between the control and

experimental groups after the experim.ental grouo receives

instruction in visualization skills. Com.parison of pretest

and posttest means between the control and experim.ental

groups showed that the groups were not significantly dif-

ferent before or after the instructional program. Although

the comparison of means between pre and post test scores

showed that the experimental group made a small significant

improvement, tiie analysis of covariance did not support

that the improvement was due to memibership in th,e experi-

mental group. Thus hypothesis six cannot be rejected.

Hypothesis seven asserts that instruction in visualiza-

tion skills does not affect the problem solving performance

on spatial problems. The first of two statistics used to
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test this hyponhesis was a series of comparison of r-roii-)

means using the t-test. Table 4.11 shov/ed that there v;as

no si^nifleant difference between the control and experi-

mental group before the instructional treatment on any rele-

vant measures, including differences on the spatial problem

subset. Table 4,13 lists the result of a comparison of the

means for the spatial problems subset oosttest scores for

control and experimental groups.

Table 4.18
Comparison of Means for Control and
Experimental Groups Between Spatial

Problems Subset Posttest Scores

GrouD >iean
Standard
Deviation t

Control .93 .95 1.49 . L .J J .L

Experimental 1.24 .79

The results of the com.parison show that there v;as not a

significant difference between the groups in solvina soatial

problems follov;in^ the instructional treatment.

Table 4.19 lists the comparisons between pretest and

posttest means on the spatial problem subset of the problem

solving inventory for both the control and experim.ental

groups.
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Table 4.19
Comparison oi Means for Control and ExoeriiTiental

Groups 3etv/een fne Spatial Problems
Subset Pretest and Posttest Scores

Standard
GrouD Test Niean Deviation 1-

Control Pre 1.01 .84
Post .93 .95

-.17 .
"643

Experimental Pre 1.05 .33
Post 1.24 .79

1. 17 . 2 VL2

The comparison shows the spatial problems subse t pcst-

test m.ean was not si.->ni ricantly different from the orncest

mean for either group.

The second analysis of hyoothesis seven was an ao-lica-

tion of analysis of covariance. Performanc e on the o^-etest

for the soatial problems subset was the covart ate

.

Per L or->

ance on the oosttest v.-as the dependent variable. Crouo Te^^-

bership, control verses exnerimental , u-as the treatment v ar-

iable. Table 4.20 shows the results of the analvsis.

Table 4.20
Instructional Effects on Spatial Problem

Solving Analysis of Covariance

Source of Variation

Spatial Subset Pretest
(Covariate)

Group Membership
(Control vs. Experim,ental)

Covariate -Group Interaction

SS df F n_

129.48 1 37.01 .0001

4.43 1 1.09 .3005

1.01 1 .76 .4233
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The covariate-i>.roup interaction v/as not si -^ni ficant

;

therefore the assumptions for AKCO'^A are met. The co^/ari-

ate, the pretest score on the spatial problems subset, ac-

counted for most of the variance in the analysis. It v.-as

significant at the p< .0001 level and hence is an apnronri

ate choice for a covariate. Group membership was not si=^-

nificant. Thus it appears that differences in pretest

score accounted for most of the variation in posttest

scores, and the instructional treatment did not si?.nifican-

ly affect the posttest scores.

Hypothesis seven states there is no significant dif-

ference between control and experimental groups in perform-

ance on spatial problems after the experimental ^^roup re-

ceives instruction in visualization skills. Comparison of

means between pretest and posttest scores on the spatial

problems subset does not show significant differences be-

tween groups before or after the instruction in visualiza-

tion skills. Neither group showed a significant chanp;e

from the pretest to the posttest. The analysis of covari-

ance supports the finding that there are no differences due

to membership in the experim.ental group. Therefore, hy-

pothesis seven cannot be rejected.

Hypothesis eight asserts that instruction in visualiza-

tion skills does not affect the problem solving performance

on analytic problems. The first of two statistical proce-

dures used to test this hypothesis was a series of compari-

sons of group means using the t-test. Table 4,11
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established that there was no significant difference be-

tween the control and experimental groups prior to the in-

structional treatment on any relevant measures, including

differences on the analytic problem subset. Table 4.21

shows the results of a comparison of the means for the ana-

lytic problems subset of the problem solving inventory post-

test scores for the control and experimental groups.

Table 4.21
Comparison of Means for Control and

Experimental Groups Between Analytic Problems
Subset Posttest Scores

Group Mean
Standard
Deviation r

Control 1.19 1.03 .42 .6768

Experimental 1.28 1.09

The results of the comparison show that there was not

a significant difference between the two groups in solving

analytic problems following the instructional program.

Table 4.22 lists the comparison between pretest and

posttest means on the analytic problems subset for both the

control group and the experimental group.
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Table 4.22
Comparison of Means ior Control and

Experimental Groups Between Analytic Problems
Subset Pretest and Posttest Scores

Group Test Mean
Standard
Deviation t

Control Pre 1.08 1.04 .54 .5880
Post 1.19 1.03

Experimental Pre .90 .97 1.84 .0625
Post 1.28 1.09

The comparison shows that analytic problems subset

posttest means were not significantly different from the

pretest means for either group.

The second analysis of hypothesis eight was an applica-

tion of analysis of covariance. Performance on the pretest

for the analytic problems subset was the covariate. Per-

formance on the posttest was the dependent variable. Group

membership, control versus experimental, was the treatment

variable. Table 4.23 shows the results of the analysis.

Table 4.23
Instructional Effects on Analytic Problem

Solving Analysis of Covariance

Source of Variation SS df F P

Analytic Subset Pretest
(Covariate)

121.25 1 53.13 .0001

Group Membership
(Control vs. Experimental)

7.35 1 2.05 .1782

Covariate-Group Interaction 1.40 1 .56 . 4315
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The covariate-rjroup Interaction was not si'^ni f leant

;

therefore the assumptions for ANCO\'A are net. The co'/ari-

ate, the pretest score on the analytic probleT; subset, was

significant at the d< .0001 level and thus is an appropri-

ate choice for a covariate. Group membership was non si;?;-

nii leant. Therefore it appears that differences in oretest

scores account for most of the variacion in posttesc scores,

and the instruction program did not si^gnifleant ly affect

the posttest scores.

Hypothesis eight states there is no significant dif-

ference between control and experiment al grouos i.n perform-

ance on analytic problems after the experimental group re-

ceives Instruction in visualization skills. Comoarison of

the means for pretest and posttest scores on the analytic

problems subset does not show significant differences be-

tween groups before or after the instruction in visualiza-

tion skills. Neither group dem.onstrates a significant

change from the pretest to the posttest on analytic prob-

lems . The analysis of covariance supports the findings of

no significant differences due to mem.bership in the experi-

mental group. Therefore hypothesis eight cannot be reject-

ed .

Hypothesis nine asserts that instruction in visualiza-

tion skills does not affect the problem solving performance

of high spatial students differently from that of low soa-

tial students. for the purpose of this studv, 'nigh snatial

students were defined to be those students whose spatial
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index was at least one standard deviation above the mean.

Low spatial students were those whose spatial index was one

standard deviation below the mean. Since the hypothesis

concerns how instruction affects student performance dif-

ferently only students in the experimental group were

considered. A total of 18 students, seven classified as

low and eleven classified as high, were included in the

analysis. Analysis of covariance was used on the data, with

pretest scores on the problem solving inventory as the

covariate, the posttest score on the inventory the dependent

variable, and group membership, high spatial versus low

spatial, the treatment variable. Table 4.24 shows the

results of the analysis.

Table 4.24

Instruction Effects on High and Low Spatial Students

Sources of Variation SS df F y

Problem Solving Inventory 16.33 1 12.09 .0037
Pretest (Covariate)

Group Membership 2.45 1 1.82 .1987
(High Spatial vs. Low Spatial)

Covariate-Group Interaction .34 1 .25 .6257

The covariate- group interaction was not significant so

assumptions for AiNCOVA are satisfied. The covariate, pre-

test scores on the problem solving inventory was significant

at the p< .001 level and is an appropriate covariate choice.

Group membership was not significant. Thus it appears that

group membership in the high spatial group or the low
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spatial group does not explain a significant amount of var-

iance in the posttest problem solving inventory score.

Therefore hypothesis nine, there is no significant differ-

ence between high spatial students and low spatial students

in problem solving performance after they receive instruc-

tion in visualization skills, cannot be rejected.

Hypothesis ten asserts that instruction in visualiza-

tion skills does not affect problem solving performance on

spatial problems differently than that on analytic problems.

Since the hypothesis concerns how instruction affects per-

formance differently on certain kinds of problems, only

data from the experimental group were considered. The hypoth-

esis was tested by comparison of means using the t-test.

The test compared the mean of the spatial subset gain (post-

test score minus the pretest score) and the mean of the ana-

lytic subset gain (posttest score minus pretest score).

Table 4.25 lists the results.

Table 4.25
Instruction Effects on Problem Solving
Performance Gain for Spatial Problems

and Analytic Problems

Standard
Mean Deviation t -value d

Spatial Problems Subset .19 .82 2.56 .0134

Analytic Problems Subset .38 1.05

The t-value is significant at the p<.02 level. This

indicates that the mean gain on analytic problems is signif-

icantly greater than the mean gain on spatial problem.s.
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Therefore hypothesis ten, there is no sif-^ni "leant differ-

ence betx>7een the experimental group's performance on so'.'.-

tial problems and their performance on analytic oroblems

after they receive instruction in visual skills.

Summary

Some of the hypothesized statem.ents regardln:^; the na-

ture of spatial visualization, the relationship berv;een

spatial visualization and mathematical problem sol'.'i:i->, an^

the effects of instruction on snatial visualization and

that relationship were rejected:

2. There is no correlation between spatial visuallza

tion and mathematical problem solving performance

4. There is no correlation between spatial visuallza

tion and problem solving performance on analytic

problems

.

o. There is no significant difference in soatial \-Ls-

uslization ability between rhe control and exoerj

-

miental groups after the experimental grouo re-

ceives instruction in visualization skills,

10. There is no significant difference between the

experimental group's perform.ance on spatial orob-

lemcs and their performance on analytic problems

after they receive Instruction in visualization

skills.

Spatial visualization appears to be a com.pcsito of more

than one factor, it is correlated to oroblem solvin-^ skills

and it is an aptitude -which can be miOdifled through trainl
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A discussion or the results of this analysis and thei

irr.pl Ications is presented in Chapter V.



CHAPTER V
SUMMARY CO^CLUSIONS AM) IhPLICATIO.3

This chaoter is divided into seven sections. The !"i.rsr

secrion reviexvs the obiecfives and n^.erhodolop:y of trie s-.',;dv.

The second section provides a s;jmrr;ary of the results -re-

sented in Chanter IV. This review orovides the basis '^or

the third section, a disciission oT the corclusions ^ace

from the results. Ti-^e Fo;jrrh and fi^tb sections deal wit*-^

the i:nclications *-~roT this studv for t'uture research and

for curriculum nnodif icat ions . The sixth section discusses

the limitations of the studv. The final section is a chao-

ter summarv.

Review of the Studv

This study was designed to investit^ate the nature of

spatial visualization, its relationshio to rrathemat ical

problem solvirx;^, and the effect of instruction on both the

aptitude and the relationshio. Three aptitude tests, Card

Rotation, Cube Comparison, and Punched Holes, were selected

to measure the student's soatial abilities, ^hese ^es':s

were selected because they matched the study hs definition of

soatial visualization and because of the results of orevious

studies that incorporated them (Moses, 1977; Carrv, 196'3),

A problem solving inventorv was used in addition to the

spatial tests to determine the relaticnsnip between problem

solvini> and soatial visualization. An exlstin.?, validated
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inventory was not available so problems were drawn from

other promising studies (Kilpatrick, 1967; Krutetskii, 1971;

Moses, 1977). The inventory was divided into three subsets

of four problems each: l) spatial problems, 2) analytic

problems, and 3) problems considered equally spatial and

analytic

.

The study was conducted at Parker Math is Elementary

School and Lake Park Elementary School in Lowndes County,

Georgia. The sample population was composed of all the

sixth grade students at the two schools. Students at Parker

Mathis Elementary School were the experimental group while

students at Lake Park Elementary School were the control

group. Complete data were collected on 102 students.

The instructional program lasted ten weeks. The first

and last weeks were devoted to data collection. In the

intervening eight weeks, the experimental group had one 45

minute period per week devoted to developing visualization

skills in lieu of their regular mathem.atics instruction.

Students manipulated three dimensional models, imagined the

movement of three dimensional models, practiced transforma-

tions with two dimensional drawings, and experienced some

problem solving activities. The control group continued

their regular mathematics curriculum.

Several statistics were used to evaluate the data. The

first area considered was the nature of spatial visualiza-

tion. Pearson product -moment correlation coefficients and

regressional analysis were used to determine if spatial
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visualization was a sinf?,le aotiturie or if it was coniDOsec

of more than one factor. Pearson product - moment correla-

tion coefficients were also used to deterTiine if S::iatial

visualization was related to problerr. solvinp;. Tinallv,

comparison of a;roup means t-tests and analysis of co\^ari-

ance were used to examine the effect of instruction in vis-

ualization skills on spatial ability and various asoects of

problem solvinj>.

Summary of the Results

This study attempted to answer ten questions coveri ns?

three areas. The first topic examined was the nature of

the aptitude called spatial visualization. The second area

probed during the study was the relationship between soatial

visualization and mathemiatical oroblem, solving. The third

area investigated was the effect of an instructional orosram

on soatial visualization and on the relationship between

spatial visualization and problem solving. This section

sum^m.arizes the results of the study in an effort to answer

the questions posed in each area.

The Nature of Soatial Visualization

To explore the nature of spatial visualization, the

study attempted to answer the following question:

1. Does the aptitude called spatial visualization

consist of a single ability or does it have two

or more comoonent oarts?

Two statistics were used to determine if soatial visual-

ization was a single aptitude or composed or more than one
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co!r:ponenr. Pearson oroduct -moirien!; correlation coef f tci onts

were corripured between each of the three spatial test?.

Card Rotation and Cube Comparison were significantly related

at the p<.Ol level. The Punch^ed Holes test was not si:>nif-

icantly correlated to either of the oth^er tv/o tests.

A series of multiple regression analvses oroduced sun-

Dortin^ results. Each of the three tests iLinctioned in turn

as the dependent variable while the otl'er two -ests were

tested to see how well thiev oredi cted ti e score on *"'"e de-

pendent test. .y'hen Punched iioles was th.e dependent varia-

ble, the amount of variance accounted for by Card Rotation

and Cube Comoarison was not significant. Both. Card Cotation

and Cube Comparison had significant F-values when the-' were

the dependent variable. Since Punched Holes is uncorrelated

with Card PxOtation and Cube Comoarison, and not oredicted

by them, the variance accounted for in Card Rotation rrust

come from Cube Comparison and the variance in the Cube Com-

parison from Card Rotation. Thus it appears that Punched

Holes measures a separate factor. Therefore the answer to

the first question is that spatial visualization is not a

single abilitv.

The Relationship Between Soatial Visualization and Prohi p-.
^olvmo; ~ —

—

A series of three questions was posed to examine the

relationship between soatial visualization and mathematical

problem, solvln-'. Thev were

2. Is there a relationship between a student's snatial

index and his mathematical problem solvin?. perform-

ance.
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3. Is there a relationship betv/een a student's spa-

tial index and his problem solving performance

on spatial problems?

4. Is there a relationship between a student's spa-

tial index and his problem solving performance

on analytic problems?

To answer these questions, a single measure of spatial

visualization ability, called a spatial index, was created

for each student by converting the scores on each of the

three spatial tests to z-scores and finding their sum.

This ensured each test was equally weighed in the analysis.

The following Pearson product -moment correlations were

derived using the spatial index 'and the scores from the

problem solving test:

A. Spatial visualization ability correlates signifi-

cantly with mathematical problem solving perform-

ance at the p < .001 level.

B. Spatial visualization ability and performance on

spatial problems are not significantly correlated.

C. Spatial visualization ability correlates signifi-

cantly with performance on analytic problems at

the p < .001 level.

Therefore it appears that the answer to questions two

and four is yes, there are relationships between the stu-

dents' spatial index and both their total problem solving

performance and their analytic problem solving performance.

The answer to question three, however, is no; there is not
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a relationship between the soatial index and spatial orob-

lem solving oer "orniance . The correlation in A was expected

and has supc-ort in the literature. The correlations in 3

and C were not expected and are discussed further in the

conclusions section.

The Effects of Instruction

Six questions were posed to deterrr'ine the effect of

instruction in visualization skills on the measure of soa-

tial visualization aotitude and on its relationship to

problem solving. Two statistics, comparison of means t-

test and anal.ysis of covariance, were used in an attem.ot to

answer these questions.

The first question in this series was

5. What effect will instruction in visualization

skills have on a student's soatial visualization

aptitude?

The results o*:' analysis showed that the experimental

group demonstrated significant gain on all three soatial

tests after the instruction program. The control group had

a significant gain on Card Rotation test, a slight but non-

significant gain on Punched i-Ioles test, and a small, nonsic?-

nificant decrease on the Cube Comparison test. Although

there was no significant difference between groups prior to

instruction, comparison of oosttest scores between groun:3

shewed the experimiental group scored significantly higher

on the Card Rotation test, Cube Comparison test, and the

spatial index. On the third test, Punched Holes, the
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experimental group scored higher, but it was not a signifi-

cant gain. Analysis of covariance supported the conclusion

that the experimental group performed significantly better

on the posttest, even when initial differences are removed.

Thus it would appear that instruction in visualization

skills improved the students' spatial visualization skills.

The next three questions dealt with the effect of in-

struction on problem solving. They were

6. What effect will instruction in visualization

skills have on problem solving performance?

7. What effect will instruction in visualization

skills have on the problem solving performance

on spatial problems?

8. What effect will instruction in visualization

skills have on the problem solving performance

on analytic problems?

Comparisons of group means from pretest to posttests

for both groups shov/ed only one t-test indicating a signifi-

cant change. The experimental group demonstrated a signifi-

cant gain, at the p <..05 level, on the total problem

solving inventory. The control group did not show any

significant gains, and in fact registered a small, nonsig-

nificant decrease on the spatial problems subset.

Analyses of covariance were done to determine if group

membership made a significant difference on posttest scores

when the whole problem solving inventory, the spatial prob-

lems subset, and the analytic problem subset were used as
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covariates. In each case, when the effecns due co scores

on the pretest: of a oroblem set were rerrioved, ;=:rouo Tierrroer-

ship was not si r>nlf leant . That is, once the students'

initial ability levels were equalized, students did not

show a sir^nificant ->ain in problera solving skills from in-

struction in visualization skills. V/lth only the sriiall

significant gain on the total problem solving invent orv on

the comparison of group means and no supoort frora analvsis

of covariance, it was not: oossible to conclude that the in-

struction in visualization skills had a significant in-oact

on problem solving. The section on conclusion discusses

some Dossible reasons for the lack of gain.

The next question concerning the effects of instruction

was

9. Will instruction in visualization skills affect

the problem solving performance of high snatial

students differently than that of low spatial

students?

An attempt to answer this question was made by using

analysis of covariance. Only scores from students in the

experimental group were used since the control grouo did

not receive the instruction. After the variation due to

scores on the pretest of the problem solving inventory was

rem.oved, group membership in high or low spatial groups was

not significant. Thus performance on the problem solving

inventory pretest was a better predictor of the oosttest

problem solving inventory score than high or low soatial
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perforiuance. Therefore it is not possible to sav chat

instruction in visualization skills affects hi?,h spatial

students different Iv than low spatial students.

The final question on the study was

10. Will instruction in visualization skills affect

probleni solving oerforrnance on spatial oroblenis

different Iv than chat on analytic nroblerrs?

To answer this question, pretest and oosttest scores on

the analytic and spatial problem subsets were compared for

students in the exoerimental r^roup to comoute Che amount

of gain for each student. The ^ain on the analytic oroblems

subset was significantly higher than on the soatial subse+:.

This result was surprising, but consistent with the corre-

lations between spatial scores and problem solving reported

earlier.

Conclusions and Discussion

The majority of conclusions discussed in this section

were arrived at primarily through the analysis presented in

Chapter IV. In addition, some conclusions reached during

the course of the study, based on student and teacher re-

actions to the tests and the instructional propram., are

included. The discussion will indicate statistical sunoort

for such conclusions when possible.

Conclus ion About the Nature of Soatial Visualization

1. Spatial Visualization is not a single abilitv.

The lack of correlations betw-een spatial tests renorted

in Chapter 17 indicated that r_he three spatial tests
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utilized in this study were not measuring the same attri-

bute. The tests were chosen because they reflected the

definition of spatial visualization: the ability to recog-

nize the relationship between parts of a given visual con-

figuration and to manipulate one or more of those parts.

Several studies are presented in Chapter II that agree with

this conclusion (e.g., Michael et al . . 1957; Guilford et al .

.

1952) , but there are also several recent studies that found

an indecomposable spatial aptitude (e.g., Moses 1977;

French, 1965).

2. Spatial visualization is not a skill taught in

current mathematics curriculum.

Little evidence of spatial development or activities

was found during examinations of elementary mathematics

tests prior to the study. Even concepts in geomietry, which

could have been approached spatially, were handed in an

analytic mode. Student reactions during the presentation

of material and the desire of the regular classroom teacher

to participate in the training activities contributed to

this conclusion. Some students stated they had not handled

cubes, pyramids, or spheres during a mathematics class

before the training began.

Results on the three spatial tests would further support

this conclusion. Means on the pretests ranged from 37%

correct to 47% correct. After eight 45 minute lessons,

posttest means for the experimental class rose to 53%

to 56% correct.
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n a

This conclusion is also supported by sorr.e of the re-

searchers cited in Chapter II. McKim (1972) believes sc

tial opportunities are, at best, only available in the pri-

mary grades. Thurstone (1950) also has stated that most

instruction in elementary grades in aimed at the analytic

thought process. Thus the classroom observations that ini-

tiated this conclusion appear to be supported bv research

results of this study and others.

Conclusions About the Relationship Between Spatial Visuali-
zation and Problem Solving

3. Spatial visualizacion is a good predictor of genera

problem solving.

Statistical results in Chapter IV show a strong correla

tion between the total problem solving inventory and the

spatial index. The highest correlation was v.i.th the ana-

lytic problems subset, while the lowest correlation, and

only nonsignificant one, was the spatial problem.s. The

number of problems on the whole inventory was limited by

the amount of tim.e students would have to complete the pre

and posttest battery. Thus the number allotted to each of

the three kinds of problems, spatial, analytic and equallv

spatial and analytic, was very small. The means for the

groups ranged from 22% to 31% correct. This sample of

student work is not large enough to give an accurate pic-

ture of abilities.

Three ocher points may have contributed to these re-

sults. Most classroom instruction is in an analytic frame-

work. Therefore, successful students would be those with
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good analytic skills. Students who are successful are more

likely to be receptive to unfamiliar challenges. These

students would be more receptive to the unfamiliar spatial

tests and xvould perhaps do better. A second possibility is

that high spatial ability compensates for some lack in

analytic skills. Thus problems that would ordinarily be

expected to be solved analytically were actually solved

using spatial skills. In the same vein, students may have

been trying to solve spatial problems using analytic tech-

niques. The problems were specifically chosen that did not

lend themselves to that approach.

Conclusions About Effects of Instruction

4. Spatial visualization is a trainable attribute.

Several research studies were presented which debated

whether males or females had better spatial skills. Some

researchers suggested it was an attribute whose potential

was determined genetically. McKim responded with "Whatever

the inheritance, the unrealized potential for visual devel-

opment is great" (1972, p. 25). The data in this study

clearly support a significant gain in spatial performance

after training. Eight 45 minute classes during an eight

week session do not provide much time for training yet m.ost

students made significant gains in spatial scores.

5. Visualization instruction does not significantly

affect problem solving perform.ance

.

A review of research shows that mixed results have been

obtained in the past. Researchers who have used geometry
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as their content base have been more successful than those

who used algebra. One general problem has been the absence

of a validated problem solving inventory. Researchers

have chosen a vide variety of instrum.ents on which to base

a measure of problem solving performance.

This study used 12 nonroutine mathematical problem.s

which required only simple com^outation skills once a solu-

tion method had been determined. Students reactions ro the

inventory and to problems posed during tr;e instructional

period indicated a lack of experience with nonroutine prob-

lems. Students were not persistent in efforts to solve the

problems. They quickly gave ud and stooped work or asked

for hints to a solution.

The short trainirig period for spatial thinking was not

sufficient time to overcome several years of training to

approach problems analytically. Again the sm.all num^ber of

problems completed during the testing oeriod may not have

been an adequate sample.

There is also the question of transfer. The majority

of the instr^uctional time was spent on visualization train-

ing. Problem solving activities were confined to a portion

of the final three weeks. This m^ay not have been sufficient

time or contained enough models that would allow students

to apply their enhanced spatial skills to problem solving

solutions

.

6. Instruction affects performance on analytic problems

differently than spatial problems.
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Examining the students scores, more gains were noted

on the analytic problems. This would suoport an earlier

statement that soatial skills may somehow compensate for

skills required to solve analytic problems. Better ana-

lytic scores for the experimental group is also consistent

with earlier correlation results. Student oerform,ance on

analytic problem solving was unexpectedly correlated with

spatial skills while perform.ance on spatial problems was

not. Spatial skills were im.proved through the training

program. Analytic problem, solving improved more than spa-

tial problem solving. Examining mean gains, students

gained significantly m.ore on analytic problems than on soa-

tial problems. Recall, hov/ever, that the actual gains means

were so small (.19 to .33), and the number of problems with

which to work were so limited, that data may not have

reflected true changes in skill levels.

Limitations

Internal and external threats to validity were consid-

ered during the design of the study. Some threats could

not be avoided and so an effort was m.ade to minimize those

threats. This section will expand upon tlie limitations

addressed in Chapter I and identify threats which could not

be avoided.

The population of this study came from a public school

system. This forced certain parameters on the study.

First, students had to be instructed in intact grouns and

could not be randomly assigned to experim.ental and control
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groups. Students were not ability grouped in tiiis school

system and were not assigned to classes on the basis of

any formal system. The two schools selected for use in the

study drew from similar pooulations. Thus the intact p;roup

would not appear to be a threat to vali.dity.

A second limitation imposed by operating in a school

was the amount of time available for instruction. Student

classes were 45 minutes long. At the end of that time stu-

dents changed classes, and another group entered the room.

Thus instruction had to stoo, regardless of where the inter-

ruption occurred. During the study, this caused several

promising discussions to be terminated prematurely.

The instructional program included eight inst rue clonal

periods. This was not sufficient time to overcome the in-

fluence of the analytical instniction the students had re-

ceived. The amount of imorovement demonstrated after that

short time would indicate promising results if the instruc-

tion could be sustained over a longer period. Ten weeks

elapsed between administrations of the test betteries.

This appeared to be sufficient time to overcom.e any possible

test-retest interaction. The ten week period did contri-

bute to the mortal! t}^ rate in the study. Although th-e num-

ber of participants at the experimental school remained

relatively constant at 62, only 50 students had complete

pretest-posttest battery scores.

The number in the sample population was limited by the

number of students enrolled in the two schools. A larger
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sample would have required chat more schools wovild be in-

volved and that some of the instruction would have been

done by soiriecne other than the researcher. This would have

introduced variability due to different teaching styles.

Having any person, other than the regular classroom teach-

er, do the instruction may have influenced the results due

to the Hawthorne effect. 'However, the researcher was not

completely unknown to the sample population. The researcher

had done sam.ple lessons in many of the lower grade classes

the previous year. The students v/ere not aware that chis

teaching was any different from those appearances.

The testing instruments available to measure spatial

visualization and problem solving were also limiting factors.

It appeared that the spatial tests were not mieasuring the

same ability for all students. In Cubes Comoarison, for

example, there seemed to be three methods of selecting an

answer. Some students mentally rotated the whole cube to

see if a position to match the second picture could be

found. Other students tried to relate the sides of the cube

to their own body position, then m.ove the paper to match

that position for the second cube. A third grouo appeared

to approach the problem in an analytic fashion, dissectin;>

the cube and comparing component parts. Similar strategies

were applied to the ocher two spatial tests as well. Thus,

spatial scores reflected different abilities. A pure soatial

test, highly resistant to analytic solution, is needed.
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The problem solving inventory presented si:riilar ijrob-

lems. Although only problems classified as soatial or ana-

lytic by i-nore than one researcher were utilized, iT;anv stu-

dents solved spatial probleins analytically, while other

solved analytic problerr.s by eranloyinf; some spatial tech-

niques. Thus scores on the soatial oroblems subset did not

represent spatial abilities for some students, while ana-

lytic problems subset scores did not represent anal•^":ic

abilities for other students.

The results of this study should be accepted cautiouslv

The results were obtained for one samole of sixth 2;raders

.

Other test scores v;ould indicate thi s was an average ;',rouo.

Thus, there is no reason to suspect the results could iint

be generalized to the total sixth grade population. How-

ever, differences may occur in other age grouos. In the

same vein, the problem selected contained mathematical con-

tent. The results may not generalize to other content

areas even for students in the sixth grade.

Imolications for Future Research

^iany mathematicians and mathematic educators continue t

believe that spatial ability olays a large role in under-

standing mathematics. This research indicated a signiiican

relationship between spatial visualization and problem solv

ing, but was not able to show that improving soatial visual

ization scores improved problem solving scores. This could

in part, be attributed to weaknesses in the soatial tests.

Fruchter (19.34), in a sur^/ey of earlier spatial research
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studies, pointed out that the same spatial tests have not

loaded consistently on the same factor during factor analy-

sis. This inconsistancy is further supported by contradic-

tory correlation coefficients in different studies. A

study by Michael, Zimmerman and Guilford (1957) and this

study found a lack of correlation between the Punched Holes

test and either the Card Rotation test or the Cube Compari-

son test. Moses (1979) and French (1965) both found a sig-

nificant correlation between tests. Thus the most critical

area for future research is developing spatial tests which

satisfy the definition of spatial visualization, are con-

sistently correlated and load uniformly on the same factor,

and are resistant to being solved analytically.

It may be necessary to do further research to clearly

define what constitutes spatial thinking prior to work on

spatial tests. The review of research on spatial visualiza-

tion in Chapter II presents many differing definitions of

spatial visualization. A standard definition of spatial

visualization must be used by researchers. If spatial vis-

ualization is to be a separate aptitude, items that would

also appeal to analytical abilities must be excluded. Re-

search into the functioning of left and right brain hemi-

spheres holds promise in this area. If researchers are able

to establish that spatial thinking and analytic thinking

are on opposite sides of the brain, research could be done

to establish what types of situations stimulate analytic

and spatial thiriking.
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Another area of research Chat vvould nolo clarify tlie

conflicting results of oast spatial -problem solving studies

is identifying the involvement of spatial visualization in

different types of raathenr,atical problems. It is likely

different topics within mathematics require different

amounts of spatial skills and perhaps even different skills

It is also Dossible different age gro'ups require different

spatial abilities to solve the same problem. For example,

a kindergarten child may need visualization skills to pic-

ture the joinirig of sets that is the typical oresentation

of addition problems. A fifth grade student would be ex-

pected to use rote memiory for such an exercise.

The recent advent of the microcomputer in the classroom

offers a new opportunity to study spatial skills. Program.s

developed by the Minnesota Educational Comoutin---', Consortium

in art and aesthemetry demonstrate the computers ability to

show perspective and draw three dimensional objects. Other

programs have been developed which can demicnstrate the rota

tion of a three dim.ensional object alorig any of the three

main axes. Programs of this type, used in conjunction with

real three dimiensional objects, would aid a student's under

standing of miovement com.ponent of spatial visualization.

Unique opportunities exist with the computer to develop soa

tial tests which utilize the fluid m.otion possible on a com

puter screen and lessen the possibility of employing ana-

lytical skills to solve the oroblems.
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Once suitable testing instruments have been identified,

research similar to this study, but carried out over a

longer time period, would be instructive. Other modifica-

tions could include a greater emphasis on transfer during

the whole training program and more frequent instructional

periods. One difficulty of working xvith problem solving is

the general negative attitude of the average student to any

problem that is v/ritten in a verbal form. Longer instruc-

tion, in addition to perhaps providing greater skill devel-

opment, might help overcome that attitude. It would also

be interesting to discover if there was a floor at which

spatial abilities began to affect problem solving. Although

this study was not able to determine that high spatial stu-

dents were affected differently than low spatial students,

high students inthis study were defined as those at least

one standard deviation above the group average, and the

average in this sample was low. Thus, students who do have

good spatial skills might react differently to instruction.

Implications for Curriculum Changes

The major implication for curriculum change is the

desirability of teaching spatial skills. The curriculum

already includes so many topics that it is difficult for

most teachers to cover what is already expected. It is not

reasonable to continue to simply add more topics. However,

the results of this study and others showing strong correla-

tions between spatial skills and problem solving argue for

their inclusion. One can avoid the arguments concerning whic:
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skills raay no loader be essential and scill include sr;a~lal

skills by modifying some current tooics. 'leometry in the

elementar]/ schools is an excellent choice for the inclusion

of spatial skills. An inforinal aporoach to geon^etry uti-

lizing more concrete models would be more suited to the

child's developmicncal stage. Elem.entary teachers at all

grade levels, not just primary, should be encouraged tn use

manipulatives when introducing concents.

Students enjoyed drawing the m^odels in different cosi-

tions and seemed to gain m.ore when instruction involved

more than just mental skills. >;athematical tooics should

be explored to see which ones can be modified to allow sc.-

dents to use the maxim.umi number of senses. Crossing sub-

ject discipline lines to have miathom.atical concepts demc-n-

strated through science and georaetric models emoliasized i n

art could not only increase soattal skills but increase

s tudent mio t ivat i on as w^e 1 1

.

Summary

This study exolored the nature of spatial \'isu.alizatian,

its relationship to problem solving, and the effect of in-

struction of both. The findings suggest: that the spatial

visualization antitude consists of two or more component

parts. They further suggest that soatial visualization

skills can be improved through training. ~h;e students spa-

tial visualization skill level appears to be a good predic-

tor of problem solvln,g performance. However, imDroving soa-

tial visualization skills through training did not signifi-

cantly im.prove problem solving performance.



APPENTDIX A
PROBLEM SOLVING I>,'\^EXTORY

1. There were 4 people in a race John, Dick, Steve
and Tom. John won the race and Steve came in last.
If Tom was ahead of Dick, who came in second?

2. A fireman stood on the 4th step of a ladder, pouri n?-

water onto a burning buildinn;. As the smoke got less
he climbed up 4 more steps. The fire got v:orse so he
climbed down 5 steps. Later he climbed up 7 steps and
was at the too of the ladder. Hoiv' m^anv s^eos are in
the ladder?

3. How many sides does a cube have? How many edges does
it have?

4. Mr. Jones traded his horse for 2 cows. Then he traded
the cows. He got 3 pigs for each cow. Then he traded
his pigs. For each pig he got 6 chickens. How manv
chickens did he have in all?

113
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A clock reads 2:50. What time v/ill it be if the hands
exchange oositions?

Imagine a donut that is cut in half through line (a).

Now pretend that you have picked up one half and are
lookirLg at it from the middle where it was cut. Draw
what you would see.

Bob has a pocketful of coins that add up to 31.05. All
his coins are nickels or dimes. If there are 13 coins
in all, how m.any nickels and hov; manv dimes does he
have?

Imagine a jar that is 3 inches tall. At the bottom of
the jar is a caterpillar. Each day the caterpillar
crawls up 4 inches. Each night he slides back down 2
inches. Kow long will it take him to reach the ton
of the iar?
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9. Susan has 4 pockets and 12 dimes. She wants to p'.it

her dimes into her pockets so that each oocket contains
a different number of dimes. Hov many dim.es does she
put in each pocket to do this?

10. A farmer has cows and chickens on his farm. /!e has 10
animals in all. If you count 23 feet in all, how m.any
cows and how m.any chickens does the farmer h.ave?

11. V/hat kind of figure do you have if a square is rotated
around one of its sides? (If you don't know its name,
can you tell me something it looks like or can you
draw it?

12. Nancy has some rabbits and som.e cages. Ivhen one rab-
bit is put in each cage, one rabbit will be left with
no cage, ivhen two rabbits are put in each cage, there
will be one cage left empty. How many rabbits and how
many cages are there?



APPENDIX B
SPATIAL VISUALIZATION TRAINING ACTIVITIES

WITH THPxEE DIMENSIONAL MODELS

Students worked with cubes, pyramids, and spheres

during the instructional program. Each student was given

the appropriate three dimensional model during the lessons

and asked to describe its characteristics, miove it so that

their view of it matches a given picture of the model, and,

finally, imagine and draw the view of it when the model

was in a prescribed position. Some discussion of perspec-

tive and drawing conventions were included in the discus-

sions .

Cubes

Instruction began with a discussion of what is a cube.

Students were then instructed to move the cube to various

positions relative to their body and describe what they

saw. Students then were asked to position their cube to

match two dimensional pictures of a cube. Figure B.l con-

tains samples of the drawings students tried to match.

Figure B .

1

Sample of Two Dimensional Pictures
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After students had oract ice movia? their cube to y.a^c.

a 2;iven oicture, they were told to iiTiagine v;hat thev- woul^

see if the cube were mo\-ed to a oarttcular location.

There was a discussion of persoective and drawl nsi conven-

tions during this exercise. Students were told to sketch

what they thought they would see. They checked their

sketch by moving their cubes to the oosition and coir.oarin

the view to the sketch.

The next stage of instruction involved '.ising a letter

cube. Figure 3.2 shows the lettering pattern.

AB
E

D

F
Figure 3.2

Lettering Pattern for Cube

Students again went through the exercises of position

ing their cube to match a txvo dimensional drawing, this

time with letters on the drawing. Figure B.3 shows two

examples of sucn drawings.
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figure B .

3

Two Dimensional Drawings 'vhich Match
Lettering Patrern

The concluding work with lettered cubes involved stu

dents looking at two dimensional drawings of a lettered

cube to determine if thev could oosition their cube so

that the perspective and the letters match the drawing.

Figure B.3 above shows a samole of the possible drawings

while figure 3.4 shows a sample of those that were not

oossible.

Figure B.4
Two Dimensional Drawings Imoossiblo

vvith Lettering Pattern
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PvraT'ids

Instruction bes^ian v.dth a discussion of \vhat is a ovra

mid. Students were then instructed to move t're nvraird d t

various positions relative to their bodv and describe vha

they saw. Students then were asked to nosition their ovr.-

mid to match two dimensional pictures of a pvrarcid. f

3.5 contains samples of the drawings students tried to

match

.

Fi2;ure 3 . 5

Samole Two Dimensional Pictures

After students had practice movin^^ their ovramid to

match a given picture, they were told to ima.-^ine what the

v/ould see if the pyramid were moved to a oarticular loca-

tion. There was a discussion of perspective and drawin;-

conventions during this exercise. Students were told to

sketch what they thought they would see. Thev checked

their sketch by moving their pyramids to the position and

com.paring the view to the sketch.

The next stage of instruction involved using a letten

pyramid. Figure B.6 shows the letterirtg oattern.
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Figure B.6
Lettering Pattern for Pyramid

Students again went through the exercises of oosition-

ing their nvramid to match a t^vo dinientional drawing, this

time with letters on the drawing. Figure 3.7 shows two

examples o^^ such drawings.

Figure B.7
Two Dimensional Dravvings ivhich

Match Lettering Patterns

The concluding work with lettered pyramids involved

students looking at two dimensional drawings of a lettered

pyramid to determine if they could position their pyramid

so that the perspective and the letters m.atch the drawing.

Figure B.7 above shows a sample of the possible drawings

while figure 3.S shov/s a sample of those that were not

possible

.
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Figure B.8
Two Dimensional Drawings Which
Can Not iMatch Lettering Pattern

Spheres

Instruction concerning the sphere began with a discus-

sion of the properties of a sphere. Students were then

instructed to move their sphere to various positions rela-

tive to their body. After several moves, students were

able to deduce that the sphere would appear the same from

all angles. Some professional drawings of spheres showing

the shading techniques used to give two dimensional drawings

the appearance of three dimensions were displayed and the

drawing conventions were discussed.



APPEND IX C
SPATIAL VISUALIZATION TRAINING

V/ITii FILE FOLDERS

The materials necessar}/ for these exercises included

file folder that had been trimmed to be a square and

several sheets of paper that had been trimmed to slif-htlv

smaller squares. Students were given a piece of paoer

showing twenty small squares in which they sketched their

responses

.

Each of the square sheets of paper had a desiri:n cut o;

of it. Figure C.l contains several examples of designs

used during the training.

Figure C .

1

File Folder Designs



One of the designs was put in the folder with the stu-

dents observing its initial position. The folder was then

closed and manioulated. Students drew how they thought the

design would be positioned when the folder was ooened.

The file folder was manipulated in one of two ways. In

initial exercises the folder was rotated. To avoid anv

confusion based on vocabular:/, the rotation was referred to

as a turn. One ninty degree rotation was called one turn,

two turns v/as a rotation of 130 degrees, three turns was a

rotation of 270 degrees, and four turns was a rotation of

350 degrees. Figure C.2 shows how the designs were af-

fected by turns.

Figure C.2
File Folder Turns

After students had practiced with turns, a second meth-

od of manipulation was introduced. The folder was flipoed

along its axes of symmetry. Figure C.3 shows how the

designs were affected by flins.
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Figure C .

3

File Folder Flips

Once students were familiar with both methods of manio-

ulation, the two were mixed together in multiole combina-

tions .



APPENDIX D
SPATIAL VISUALIZATION TRAINING

WITH PAPER FOLDING

The material required for these activities consisted of

square sheets of paper. The sheets were folded before the

classes and designs were cut through all layers. Students

were shown at the beginning of each lesson how the paper was

folded. They were then shown the folded sheets with the

designs cut out and asked to imagine the paper being un-

folded and sketch where the designs were.

The exercises began with papers that had either one

vertical or one horizontal fold. Figure D.l shows an

example of the folded paper and the unfolded paper.

Figure D.

1

Paper Folding Patterns

The exercises then progressed to papers with two folds

Figure D.2 shows several examples of two folds.
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1

1

Fi.^^ure D.2
Paper Folding Designs

Students were given verbal clues during the activities

to remind them how to unfold the oaper.
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